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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS OF AN ALL-DIGITAL PROPORTIONALINTEGRAL-DERIVATIVE (PID) COMPENSATOR
The digitization of classical control systems presents a number of challenges and
opportunities with respect to the miniaturization, distribution, reliability verification and
obsolescence of both the controller and the underlying system under control. A method
for the design of proportional-integral-derivative (PID) compensators realized in the form
of all-digital components is presented. All-digital refers to a system implementation that
is realizable with a wide range of digital logic components including discrete digital logic
elements and programmable logic devices (PLDs) such as field-programmable gate
arrays. The proportional, integral and derivative components of the classical PID control
law were re-envisioned in terms of frequency of occurrences or counts for adaptation to
combinatorial and sequential digital logic. Modification of the control scheme around this
newly formed representation of system error enables the development of a PID-like
FPGA-based or PLD-based controller. Details of the design of an all-digital PID-like
controller including abstract, causal block diagrams and a MATLAB® and Simulink®
based implementation are presented. The compensator was simulated in a velocity
tracking DC motor control application and was found to perform comparably to that of a
classical PID based control. Methods for assessing the resultant stability of an all-digital
PID compensated system under control are discussed.

KEYWORDS: Proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control, all-digital control, FPGAbased control, PLD-based control, frequency tracking control.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

A common design and analysis method in engineering is the use of a ―systems-based
approach,‖ where the output or operation of a plant is related to the corresponding inputs
and conditions effecting the output through a description or model of the system
dynamics. In bringing a concept or enterprise to fruition, design engineers are challenged
with the task of optimizing a number of factors including: cost, time to market (TTM),
quality and performance. The relative importance of the competing factors varies greatly
from industry to industry. In the realm of commodity consumer products, for example,
time to market may be considered the most critical factor to maintain competitiveness
whereas in developing safety critical systems, reliability is of highest concern—one
expects.

The body of knowledge known as control systems theory can aid design engineers in the
development of a system, the optimization of the implementation and the resultant
performance of said system with regards to the previously enumerated factors and other
relevant constraints. Ideally, the available expertise and the potential for its application
are considered in conjunction with other criteria when the design is in its infancy.
Oftentimes it is the case that design decisions are made to minimize certain factors before
considering the resources necessary for control theory to be applied to the design.
Treating the various considerations individually instead of in concert, potentially limits
the overall design execution with respect to reliability and other performance-related
factors. Historically, the digitization of systems has afforded engineers great opportunity
to achieve improved performance with respect to a diverse set of design factors.

Despite the many advances, design engineers remain challenged with balancing the
aforementioned characteristics along with new or emerging concerns including energy
consumption and sustainability. As systems reduce in size, become more distributed and
time-to-market concerns increase the rate of component obsolescence, design engineers
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and control systems engineers in particular are faced with a number of new
considerations. On a different front, the trend toward ―cloud‖ computing challenges
engineers to stop distinguishing hardware devices from software methods and to think of
computation as a general more unified resource.

The trends and factors discussed are not exclusive to the high-level design of the overall
digital device or system; the factors propagate to the design of all constituent systems
including control systems. Proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control systems are a
widely used control technology with a long history. Throughout this work, the
fundamental components of a classical PID compensator are re-envisioned. A method for
the design of a PID compensator realized in the form of all-digital components is
presented. The compound adjective ―all-digital‖ is used herein to describe a system
implementation that is realizable with a range of digital logic components. The control
method and design are well-suited to an implementation with a range of programmable
logic devices or discrete components. The all-digital PID (ADPID) design capitalizes on
the inherently digital nature and interfaces of many modern plants to be controlled. The
compensator design presented is intended for the class of digital systems that are actuated
by a pulse-width modulated (PWM) input signal with a system output that can be
represented by a digital pulse train when measured by a digital transducer, such as an
optical encoder. The design presents a number of opportunities to address design issues
related to miniaturization, distribution, performance and obsolescence.

Chapter II of this document presents a summary of classical proportional-integralderivative (PID) control theory from the theoretical-based academic domain and the
practice-based industrial domain. An example of the selection or tuning of the PID
control parameters based on root locus techniques is presented.

Chapter III explores the lasting dominance of PID based control in industrial applications
and the trends emerging in digital, field-programmable gate array-based (FPGA-based)
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control. Challenges and opportunities that remain within the well-established PID control
systems domain are discussed. The obstacles that engineers face when using non-custom
microcontrollers for the design of control systems are presented. Issues related to
reliability and device obsolescence motivate the all-digital controller implementation
proposed in this dissertation.

Details of the design of the all-digital PID-like controller are revealed in chapter IV.
Classical, highly abstract, causal block diagrams of the design are presented.
Implementation details of the digital design in The MathWorks MATLAB® and
Simulink® Release 2010b, a software modeling and simulation package typical of the
control systems academic domain, are described. A rule of thumb for tuning the control
parameters of the proposed system is posed. The implementations for the models
explained in this section are contained in the Appendices of this document and
appropriately referenced throughout the discussion. The models and signal routings
presented were completed with the goal of an all-digital implementation in mind.
Construction of the models in this manner affords the use of the common controls
simulation package for proof of concept and analysis while revealing a model that will
readily map to a gate level or functional level description typical of a hardware
description language (HDL) model. Such a model would be necessary for a custom
digital implementation.

Chapter V introduces framework modifications to the initial design to correct the actual
operation to comply with the stated functionality and for improved overall performance.
The performance characteristics of the modified all-digital PID compensator design are
contrasted with that of a classical PID controller when applied to models of a basic fieldcontrolled and armature-controlled DC motor. Models for sensors required to close the
loop of the control system were created. New methods for determining the error between
a reference and feedback signal in terms of frequency are addressed. The ability of each
controller to track a velocity (reference input frequency) is analyzed. The sensitivity of
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the closed-loop system to the tuned control parameters selected under the guidance of the
previously stated rule-of-thumb is analyzed. The proposed all-digital design effects a
control law that is similar to a minimum time bang-off or hysteresis type controller.
Methods for investigating the stability of the all-digital model are proposed.

A summary of the author‘s contributions is presented in chapter VI. The ability for the
proposed ADPID model to the address current issues related to digital control system
devices posed in chapter III is discussed. Opportunities for future work related to: further
development of the all-digital model, stability analysis of the resulting model, porting of
the model to an HDL-based compact ASIC design, development of an auto-tuning
method for the control parameters, and implementation of the model as an FPGA-based
system-on-a-chip are discussed.

Copyright © David Michael Feinauer 2011
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II.

PID CONTROL BACKGROUND

The fundamental function of automatic control is to monitor a system or process variable
and to actuate a controlled response in the process or system. In a classical control
system, the error between the present and desired system operating points or process
control variables forms a negative feedback signal used by the controller to determine
and affect the appropriate response in the system [1]. A block diagram of a negative
feedback control system is shown in Figure II-1. A more advanced form of negative
feedback control known as proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control utilizes
negative feedback comprised of three components. Under this paradigm, the components
are proportional to: the present system error, the accumulation of the error over time, and
the rate of change of the error—hence the designation ‗proportional-integral-derivative.‘
Background on the development of this control method and an in depth description of
PID methods from the academic and industrial arenas are presented in sections A and B
respectively.

Figure II-1 – A plant under control by a negative feedback control system with input
U(s), output Y(s) and error E(s).
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A.

PROPORTIONAL–INTEGRAL–DERIVATIVE (PID) CONTROL BACKGROUND

The advent of PID control can be traced to the Taylor and Foxboro Instrument
Companies in the late 1930s and the entrepreneurial culture of said companies as they
assumed the roles of field-engineer and system integrator to address their customers‘
problems in order to sell their instrumentation and control products. Up to this time, the
field of automatic control lacked a mathematical foundation and was primarily
heuristic—based on observations by the instrument companies. Innovations to the PID
controller led to its success and routine use as a control method by: developing methods
for determining controller settings; creating techniques to assess a system‘s suitability for
control (controllability); and improving the durability and robustness of the control
system, actuators and sensors. These innovations developed out of the practice-based
theory of the instrument companies and the mathematical-based foundations from the
burgeoning academic field of study [2]. Today, PID control remains the most widelyused controller, pervading numerous industries, with experts roughly estimating that
billions of new PID control loops are installed annually [3].

A control law with negative feedback formed by terms proportional to the system‘s error,
the accumulation of the error over time and the rate of change of the error are known as
proportional-integral-derivative control. A control law with negative feedback comprised
of a subset of these three components is known simply by its constituent components (i.e.
a proportional-integral (PI) control consists of a negative feedback signal proportional to
the error and the accumulation of the error). A PID control law requires a control
parameter (or tuning parameter) for each of the constituent control components. Classical
analytical and experimental methods for determining the control parameters (or tuning
the controller) from both the theoretical and industrial foundations of PID control are
detailed in the following sections. The control expertise gap of the end user trying to
implement the control loop contributes to the prevalence of PID because of its relative
simplicity [4].
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B.

PID METHODS

A basic block diagram of a PID control system is shown in Figure II-2. A mathematical
description of the system‘s transfer function is shown in (1). In this equation, the requisite
control parameters (

,

, and

) need to be determined. The equation in (1) expresses

the three parameters in ―parallel‖ form representing the resulting effect of the
compensator as the sum of the effects of the three individual components [5]. One of the
early methods for determining the PID controller parameters was developed by Ziegler
and Nichols in 1942 [2]. This method is demonstrated in the section below. Classical
methods for determining control parameters based on root locus and frequency domain
techniques are presented in the subsequent subsections.
(1)

Figure II-2 – Block diagram of a PID compensator.
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i.

Ziegler–Nichols

The Ziegler Nichols method [6] is a technique for setting or tuning the sensitivity of a
PID controller‘s reaction to measured error that developed out of the practice-based
theory of the instrument companies and the process controls realm. The Ziegler-Nichols
tuning techniques and the suitability of the method to be adapted into an auto-tuning
framework contributed to the prevalence of PID control as the most widely used strategy
in industrial feedback control applications [7]. The method involves a two-step process
that begins with testing the response of the system to be controlled and using the resultant
measurements from the test to compute the desired control parameters from a table of
empirical equations [6] – [8].

In [6], Ziegler and Nichols detailed the foundation of their two-step process by plotting
the step response of the open-loop system to determine key parameters related to the ―lag
time‖ and ―reaction rate‖ evidenced in the system output. The tunable control settings of
industry standard PID process controllers were then calculated based on the
experimentally determined relationship to the measured step response characteristics. The
concepts of ―dead time‖ and ―rise time‖ that are currently pervasive in controls literature
are used in some tutorials to determine the required tuning parameters; these concepts can
be easily related to the lag time and reaction rate characteristics used by Ziegler and
Nichols. Figure II-3 depicts the hypothetical step response of a system, and the formation
of a line drawn tangent to the maximum rate of change of the system response (i.e.
tangent to the inflection point). The slope of the tangent line, R, is referred to as the
reaction rate. The x-intercept of the tangent line, L, is referred to as the lag time.
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Figure II-3 – System step response depicting lag time (L) and reaction rate (R).
The Ziegler-Nichols tuning method can also be directly applied to the PID controller
framework described above in section B. One begins by considering an equation for a
PID controller, (2), that is slightly modified from the form listed in (1).
(2)

In this modified form, the parameters to be determined include the proportional gain,
the integral time constant,

, and the derivative time constant,

,

. One may note that the

relationship between these parameters and the parameters of the form listed in equation
(1) is simply:
(3)
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Following the four-step design process detailed in [8], one begins the process with an
open-loop test of the plant excited by a step input. From the measured system response,
the line tangent to the point of inflection of the system response is drawn (this will be the
steepest line tangent to the curve). The y-intercept of the tangent line, a, and its xintercept, L, are determined. Lastly, the tunable parameters

,

, and

, are calculated

from the heuristic relationships expressed in Table II-1. The relationship of the tunable
parameters to the measured response characteristics effects a control design that may not
be suitable for controlling systems where large overshoot is unacceptable due to the large
control signal values and their tendency to lead to saturation typical of this tuning
technique [8]. Figure II-3 displays the hypothetical step response of a system, the tangent
line representing the maximum rate of change of the system, and the requisite parameters
L and a, the x and y-intercepts of the tangent line, respectively. The reader may note that
the parameter, a, is the product of the reaction rate and lag time parameters (R and L)
previously discussed.

Table II-1 – Ziegler-Nichols parameters for PID controller tuning [8].

Parameter
Controller Type
P
PI
PID
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ii.

Root Locus Methods

A root locus analysis of a control system evaluates how the system roots, poles and a
variable closed-loop gain affect the stability of a classical system represented by a
transfer function. When combined with a set of desired performance characteristics, root
locus analysis can be used to determine the parameters for a feedback control system,
including the three control parameters required of a PID controller. Root locus analysis
results in a plot of the real and imaginary coordinates of the poles and zeros of a system‘s
transfer function as well as a curve plotting the locus of all possible values for the system
poles— assuming that the system loop was closed with negative feedback and a variable
gain, K. By examining the locus of all possible system poles as K is varied from 0 to ∞,
one can determine the relationship between gain and stability for the system. Values of K
at which the root locus crosses into the right-half plane result in an unstable system.

Given a system modeled by a transfer function

, a diagram of the closed loop

system with negative feedback and variable gain, K, is shown in Figure II-4.

Figure II-4 – System GH(s) with negative feedback of variable gain K.

A root locus plot for the system in Figure II-4 begins with a graph of the poles and zeros
of the open loop transfer function in the complex plane. Given any complex number,
, its coordinates can be graphed in the Cartesian plane with the x-axis
representing all possible values for the real component, σ, and the y-axis representing all
possible values for the complex component, ω. An O is placed at the coordinates of all
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system zeros and an X is placed at the coordinates of all system poles. A plot of the locus
) as the gain K is

of all possible closed loop system poles (the roots of

varied from 0 to ∞ can be generated according to the 10 rules listed below. Construction
of a root locus plot as described below relies on the Routh stability analysis discussed in
the Routh-Hurwitz Stability section.

Upon completion of the root locus analysis, a PID compensator can be designed so the
closed loop system will meet steady state performance criteria as described in the PID
Controller Design Based on Root Locus Methods subsection. A comprehensive example
of the design of a continuous-time PID control law for a simple system follows the
methodology. Subsequently, a discussion of the extension of the continuous-time PID
design techniques to the discrete-time domain is presented in the Discrete Time PID
Controller Design subsection. This chapter concludes with a subsection on compensator
design in the Frequency Domain.

Ten Rules For Constructing a Root Locus Plot
I.

The root locus starts at the open loop poles when

.

II.

The root locus ends at the open loop zeroes when

∞.

III.

There are n root locus branches, where n represents the number of system
poles.

IV.

The root locus is symmetric about the real axis, σ-axis. The root locus is also
symmetric about any other axes of symmetry formed by the configuration of
the open loop poles and zeroes.
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V.

As the root locus approaches the open loop zeroes at

∞, the angle of

approach is defined by the following angle condition:
(4)

where n and m denote the number of closed loop poles and zeroes,
respectively, of the characteristic polynomials of the transfer function KGH,
where
VI.

.

The asymptotes of the root locus intersect the real axis at:
(5)

where b, a, n and m are determined from the characteristic polynomial
defined in rule V.
VII.

The root locus exists on the real axis if the total number of open loop poles
and zeroes to the right is odd.

VIII.

The angle of arrival / departure of the root locus at the zeroes / poles is
defined as:
(6)

IX.

Routh‘s array is used to determine for which values of the gain, K, the system
becomes marginally stable with the root locus crossing the imaginary axis.
The points at which the root loci cross the imaginary axis occur by solving
(7)

X.

The break-in and break-away points are determined by setting
.
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, with

Routh-Hurwitz Stability
The Routh stability criterion allows for analysis of the stability of a closed loop system
by classifying a system‘s poles instead of calculating them [9]. In order to determine
stability, a Routh table is constructed using the method detailed below.

Given a system with the closed loop transfer function:

, the

system‘s poles are examined and classified by forming a Routh table from the polynomial
in the denominator of the transfer function. The Routh table is constructed based on the
coefficients of the polynomial and a series of negative second-order determinants. Table
II-2 shows a generalized Routh table for an nth order polynomial based on the equations
described in [10].

Table II-2 – General Routh table constructed for a nth order polynomial.

The number of poles located in the right-half plane is then determined by the number of
sign changes in the first column of values in the Routh table. A transfer function that
produces a table without any sign changes in the first column is stable.
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PID Controller Design Based on Root Locus Methods
The transfer function of a PID controller was defined in (1) as
(1)

The control parameters are determined according to the following method.

I.

Develop a set of desired transient and steady state error specifications based
on the application and the underlying system type (number of open loop poles
located at the origin). From these specifications, determine a complex
conjugate pair of closed loop dominant poles, smax and smax*, that meet these
specifications.

II.

Calculate KI from the steady state error specification, ess.

III.

Evaluate the combined system transfer function at the dominant pole and set it
equal to zero to solve for the values of KP and KD.

(8)

Decompose the equation above into the real and imaginary terms. Solve for

KD from the imaginary component and then solve for KP.

An example of this design method is presented in the next section.
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Design of a Continuous-Time PID Controller
Given a system defined by the transfer function

, this section presents the

design of a PID compensator to meet the following design criteria:

1.
2.
3.

-

The method for PID compensator design outlined is applied below.

I.

The desired settling time and damping coefficient for the compensated system
can be used to solve for the desired dominant poles.
(9)
(10)
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II.

The compensated system is of type 1 due to the pole at s=0 introduced by the
integrator term of the PID compensator. The desired steady state error
condition can then be used to solve for the integrator gain, KI.

(11)

III.

Using the value of KI solved for in part II, and selecting

as one

of the dominant poles from part I, the combined system transfer function is
evaluated.

(12)

Thus,

A root locus plot of the resultant PID compensated system is shown in Figure II-5.
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Figure II-5 – A root locus plot of the example system with PID feedback control.

Discrete Time PID Controller Design
The previous sections detail the application of root locus based PID control design
techniques in the continuous time domain, the s-domain. One technique for addressing
controller design for use in the digital realm is to follow the outlined procedure for sdomain PID controller design and then convert the model into the discrete-time domain,
the z-domain, using an appropriate approximation. One such approximation is known as
the bilinear z-transform and is given by
(13)

Depending on the application, other approximations such as a zero-order hold, ZOH, may
be used when appropriate.
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iii. Frequency Domain
The root locus design method characterizes the system response in the time-domain based
on an analysis of the system poles and zeroes. Alternatively, analysis of the frequency
response of both the plant and controller in terms of gain and phase can be used to design
a PID controller to meet a desired set of performance specifications.

The PID design procedure in the frequency domain relies on the analysis of the frequency
response of the system to be controlled. Two parameters that characterize the stability of
the system in the frequency domain can be defined. The gain margin (GM) of a system is
defined as the amount of gain that can be applied before a closed loop system becomes
marginally stable. The phase margin (PM) of a system is defined as the amount of
additional lag phase that can be added before the closed loop system becomes marginally
stable.

This frequency response can be represented graphically in the form of a Bode plot. A
Bode plot is a chart of the magnitude in decibels (dB) and the phase angle in degrees of
the system response versus the frequency of the system input on two distinct graphs.
From the Bode plot, the aforementioned stability parameters can be determined. The first
parameter, the gain margin (GM), is defined as the distance of the magnitude below 0dB
when the phase angle is -180o. The phase margin (PM) is defined as the distance of the
phase angle above -180o when the gain is 0dB. The frequency at which the gain margin is
calculated is known as the phase crossover frequency,

. The frequency at which the

phase margin is calculated is known as the gain crossover frequency,

. These

parameters are related to the classical parameters of a second-order system as defined by
(14) given in [9].

(14)
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Using the parameters and the relationships defined in the equation above, a PID
controller can be designed by selecting a gain to meet the steady-state performance
specifications and determining the other parameters from the amount of phase lag that
can be added by the PID controller without making the resultant system unstable.

Copyright © David Michael Feinauer 2011
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III. MOTIVATIONS FOR AN ALL-DIGITAL PID COMPENSATOR
In this chapter, the dominant role of PID-based control for industrial applications and the
emergence of controllers based on programmable logic technology are explored.
Challenges and opportunities that exist in both domains are described in section C. The
limitations of a particular application of prior art are catalogued. The discussion
ultimately reveals the impetus for the all-digital proportional-integral-derivative model
described throughout the remainder of this work.

A.

PID PREVALENCE IN INDUSTRY

It has been observed that PID control is one of the most prevalent control methodologies
applied in industry today despite decades of advancements in modern control theory and
the availability of many sophisticated, modern control technologies [11] and [12]. As
previously mentioned, there are estimates that billions of new PID control loops are
installed annually [3]. In the realm of process controls, it has been asserted that more than
95% of control applications still use either PI or PID control [13]. The simplicity of
designing PID controller parameters is cited as a reason for PID‘s continued industry
prevalence, given the control theory expertise gap that sometimes exists among the end
users [4]. In a survey of Japanese industry [12] it was found that PID control and many
advanced implementations of PID control were widely applied with high user
satisfaction.

In spite of its nearly 80 year existence, PID control remains poorly understood in many
applications which contributes to poor system performance. Notwithstanding the
previously mentioned simplicity and rigorous development of PID control tuning
techniques, complex issues such as output saturation as a result of ―integrator windup‖
and noise induced by the differentiator combined with implementation and design
complications can lead to control loop designs with undesirable performance. To address
these complications, a number of auto-tuning techniques that are prevalent and simple
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have resulted [3]. In a 2005 survey of controller customers, the availability of auto-tuning
was specified as one of the most important features sought in a commercial controller [7].
In [13], O‘Dwyer motivates the need for a more unified PID framework and notation to
address the lack of understanding and the performance issues; he points out the existence
of at least 408 separate sources of loop tuning rules [13]. In [5], the myriad of loop tuning
rules were classified into five categories: analytical, heuristic, frequency response,
optimization and adaptive tuning methods. It was also noted that nearly 80 international
patents exist with specific reference to PID loop tuning methods [5]. The ability for
successful application of a tuning technique can be further complicated in applications
where control theory is applied for optimizing multiple objectives

B.

TRENDS IN INDUSTRIAL CONTROL IMPLEMENTATION

In a survey of Scottish industry [11], Hersh found that the perceived economic factors of
implementing automated control systems in an industrial setting may lead to an
avoidance of them altogether—motivating a need for further development of cheap and
reliable commercially available controllers. In the automotive and aerospace realms, or
for any safety-critical application, industry standards require rigorous verification of
control techniques, laws, implementations and tuned parameters; such verification costs
often constitute more than 50% of the cost of developing the system [14]. The expensive
process is very labor intensive and is often costly in terms of time-to-market as well. The
ubiquitous nature of general purpose, one-size-fits-most microprocessors among many
modern control implementations can also compound the problem. The reliability
verification of a general purpose processor implementing numerous safety-critical control
loops can be prohibitively complex and costly. Systems realizing safety or critical
processes on the same processor and hardware as lower priority tasks require verification
of the isolation of the subsystem in response to a fault elsewhere and the maintenance of
priority for the critical system in addition to requisite overall system reliability
verification. However, the development of custom digital devices for each subsystem can
also be extremely expensive and time-consuming [15].
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For designs using commercial-off-the-shelf processors that have invested in the requisite
reliability verification, processor obsolescence creates a complex predicament for design
engineers that can be costly to solve. Consumer products are often made obsolete rapidly
and calculatedly to spur future sales, driving the underlying processors and general
purpose digital components into obsolescence [16]. This compounds the verification
hurdles present for safety-critical systems which typically have a much longer design life,
in part due to the already high development costs. FPGAs utilizing ―soft core‖
microprocessors exist as a hybrid digital implementation technology that is a general
purpose, off-the-shelf component that has a microprocessor core that is ―soft developed‖
as an intellectual property that may persist independent of a particular hardware platform
or span multiple technology generations [16]. The high-level descriptions of nonprocessor based digital systems for implementation in programmable logic devices
(PLDs) can be developed in such a way that they are also independent of specific
hardware architectures, thus reducing the potential for obsolescence issues.

Recent trends reflect an increased adoption of PLDs in motion control, power electronic,
communications and signal processing applications [17] and [18]. A survey of the use of
PLDs for the various components of motor control (i.e. excitation circuits, feedback
tachometry, torque control, etc.) is presented in [17]. Novel implementations of PLD
based controllers relative to motor control including induction machine drives [19],
switched reluctance machine drives [20], permanent magnet motors [21] , and precision
equipment such as atomic force microscopes [22] exist and are appearing more frequently
in the industrial electronics and control systems literature. PLD manufactures are
recognizing the role of their devices in the realm of motion control and are beginning to
offer software development tools that allow for co-simulation of system designs in
standard hardware description language (HDL) simulation packages along with MATLAB
and Simulink, a software package frequently used by control systems engineers [17].
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Technologies enabling the reduction of size (increase of component density) and the
distributed implementation of systems and their components drive the development of
system-on-a-chip (SoC) devices and micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) which
compels improvements to the cost, density and reliability of controllers for the systems
and also requires improvements to precision controllers for the machines that fabricate
the micro-sized devices [23]. Increased density of component integration in digital
hardware combined with decreasing costs and highly developed design and simulation
tools for programmable logic devices has led to their increased adoption for control
engineering applications [17]. Complex programmable logic devices (CPLDs), fieldprogrammable gate arrays (FPGAs) and application specific integrated circuits (ASICs)
afford varying opportunities for implementing controllers. One could consider FPGAs as
generic digital logic devices that can be configured and re-configured to implement user
specified digital systems. One could consider ASICs as built-to-order digital logic
devices that implement engineered digital systems. The implementation of systems on an
FPGA as opposed to an ASIC complements an iterative development process allowing
for reprogramming, re-use and lower cost hardware design verification. Selecting an
ASIC over an FPGA affords the designer a more minimal hardware implementation as
the devices are built with only the required components and functionalities.

PLDs offer a number of design benefits including: privacy of proprietary architectures
and components, improved performance due to the parallel nature of logic hardware
resources and reduced development costs due to the ability for the design to be fully
simulated and tested before being implemented with a minimal required set of hardware
components [18]. In addition to these enumerated benefits, innovations in the
manufacture of FPGAs have led to products that are reconfigurable in real time with
integrated components beyond the programmable logic blocks. FPGAs are available with
multiple integrated hard and soft core processors, RAM, signal processing and arithmetic
functions as well as the integration of a small number of analog devices such as analogto-digital converters (ADCs), improving the growth of SoC devices [18].
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C.

PROPOSED PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

An array of solutions for implementing digital control systems based on microprocessor
and digital signal processor (DSP) technologies exist. These implementations rely on the
core processor for input sampling, data storage and serial processing of the sampled and
stored data for multi-component control laws as well as the actuation of a resultant
controller output. The controller output is often realized in the form of a pulse-width
modulated signal due to the number of low cost implementations available. The pulsewidth modulated signal is actually an analog signal realized through a number of standard
circuits based on the type of modulation desired. More and more, plants or devices to be
controlled are of a truly digital nature, requiring PWM input signals and providing digital
output signals from a digital transducer inherent in the digital system.

Building on the apparent proclivity for digital-based controller designs, their popular use
with pulse-width modulation schemes and the design of many digital plants to accept
PWM inputs, one might ask if there is a way to realize the same pulse train actuation
signal directly—in an all-digital manner. Additionally, recognizing the digital output
resultant from a class of systems with inherent digital transducers generating output
signals, one may also question whether there is a way to realize a controller whose
reference input signal is driven directly by the pulse train one would expect from a digital
transducer.

The prevalence and widespread recognition of proportional-integral-derivative (PID)
based control technologies in industrial applications, the need for cheap, reliable and
certifiable control technologies and the advantages offered by custom programmable
logic devices discussed in the previous section motivate a further need for improvements
in the realm of digital controller design. To address these factors, an all-digital
implementation of a PID compensator is proposed. Offloading the sometimes greedy
process of input sampling and serial computation of parallel, multi-objective control laws
to a custom digital device presents itself as one manner of addressing the design
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restrictions imposed by the current bounds of the state-of-the art. Reducing the overall
real estate needed for a system by incorporating a digital formation of the pulse-width
modulated signal in the custom digital device provides additional benefits. The
compound adjective ―all-digital‖ is used to designate a system design and implementation
that is entirely realizable with a range of digital logic elements.

The application of phase-locked loop (PLL) techniques has been extended from the realm
of communication systems to motor control techniques and they have shown to be
reliable in motor speed control applications [24]. PLL devices were initially adopted for
widespread use in communication systems as they allow for an output signal to track a
reference signal in both frequency and phase [25]. PLLs are typically implemented as
mixed systems of both digital and analog components because of the difficulty of
realizing digital versions of the high frequency components [25]. In the application of
PLLs loops to motor control, a novel all-digital PLL control methodology has been
previously proposed and implemented [26] and [27]. It was found that although achieving
steady-state tracking, the ADPLLs exhibited poor transient performance with respect to
the desired specifications. It is proposed that similarly, an all-digital implementation of
the widely recognized PID controller can be realized and that the multi-objective control
law formed from the proportional, integral and derivative components can address
transient response requirements for the closed-loop system.

Implementation of the concepts of proportional gain, integration and differentiation in the
form of all-digital logic hardware requires re-envisioning a PID control law for more
simplified computation and reduced complexity. The all-digital PID controller proposed
would rely on the use of digital counting techniques to convert a classical PID-based
compensation method from the time-domain to the frequency domain. The initial
approach for an all-digital PID solution will stem from the prior graduate research
described in [28]. The framework proposed in [28] is bounded by a number of factors
including but not limited to its:
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restriction of the control scheme to a finite state machine-only model;



basing the model on a 4-bit counting scheme that would rapidly reach saturation
when using counting as a crude form of sampling to represent the frequency
information of a signal;



modeling of the control law around input and reference signals whose
―information content‖ resides in the frequency domain without addressing the
concept of lag among the signals;



deviating from the core purpose and benefit of an all-digital implementation
through the acknowledgement that frequency lag would need to be addressed with
analog methods;



developing a simulation model of the concept that is restricted in terms of
simulating and analyzing the internal dynamics and signal routings of the
proposed system;



developing the model in a manner that it is not reusable for further investigation
with respect to its application to a variety of systems to be controlled;



and neglecting the effects of the all-digital controller on the stability of the closedloop system under control as well as neglecting to discuss the stability effects of a
classical PID controller and the motivations for implementing one.

Throughout the body of this work, I will address these issues and advance the proposed
concept and related design methodology by:



capitalizing on the inherent operating states of a binary counter to map the digital
controller design to a realization that can be described in a causal block diagramlike manner;



simplifying the number of operating modes of the device as it relates to the
implementation of the constituent components of a PID control law;



improving the resolution of the counting functionality of the device;
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devising a logic based method for addressing lag between the input and reference
signals;



forming the above method in an all-digital manner;



developing a simulation model of the concept that is far less restricted in terms of
simulating and analyzing the internal dynamics and signal routings of the
proposed system;



implementing the model in a modular fashion for reuse with a number of
applications;



and discussing methods for determining the affect of the all-digital PID model on
the underlying stability of the system to be controlled.

In addition to addressing the issues as described above, I will:



compare the all-digital PID controller to the classical PID reference system as a
baseline for analysis;



develop the model with the goal of an eventual digital logic implementation of
foremost concern throughout the design selection process;



develop the model for simulation in The MathWorks MATLAB and Simulink
packages to aid in suitability and stability analysis of the proposed system with
respect to standards in the control systems engineering domain;



implement additional models of hardware interface components to allow for more
realistic simulation of the controller and the system under control;



and investigate the performance of the system with respect to the presence of
disturbances and the effect of higher order poles in the systems to be controlled—
typically unmodeled or neglected in theoretical systems.
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The proposed all-digital PID (ADPID) controller framework is to be designed at a high
level of abstraction— independent of a specific hardware platform, keeping the goal of an
all-digital implementation in mind such that it could be realized with an FPGA, ASIC, or
discrete digital logic components. A PID design framework of this nature couples the
widely accepted PID controller with the advanced design and simulation frameworks of
PLD-based systems for an implementation that has a minimal hardware footprint without
relying on a PC or microcontroller. The parallel nature of a logical hardware
implementation complements the ―parallel‖ form of a PID-based compensator where the
resulting control law is formed as the summation of the three constituent control
components as opposed to a microprocessor based PID control where the control law
must be implemented and applied serially. Additionally, by simplifying and offloading
the PID control law computation tasks from a processor to digital hardware, one could
realize a number of benefits including: simplified reliability verification due to the
decoupling of the system from a multipurpose processor, reduced demand for processor
bandwidth and higher sampling rates of the systems interfaced to the controller due to the
dedicated hardware.

An ASIC-based implementation of the controller framework would allow for a compact,
minimal controller implementation that could be available as a commercial-off-the-shelf
(COTS) component or as an embedded subsystem in a larger device. A COTS
implementation could further the cost effectiveness and market penetration of basic,
feedback control in industrial and commercial applications. Implementing the model on
an FPGA platform allows for an extension of the controller to fault recovery and self
tuning techniques due to the dynamic reconfiguration and processor cores availed by the
platform. Developing the model at a high level allows for an extension of the design for
implementation in a MEMS or SoC device.
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Chapter IV details the design and functionalities of the proposed controller. Initial
simulations of the model proposed in chapter IV revealed a need for further design
modifications. The simulation results and the revisions they motivated are discussed in
the beginning of chapter V. The details of the implemented design modifications and the
control characteristics of the ADPID compensator as applied to a number of example
systems are presented throughout the remainder of chapter V.

Copyright © David Michael Feinauer 2011
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IV. PROPOSED SOLUTION
The all-digital PID controller detailed in this section uses digital counting techniques to
convert a classical PID-based compensation method from the time domain to the
frequency domain with an implementation based solely on digital circuit elements. The
initial solution modeled is based on the foundations for the design proposed in [28]. The
finite state machine model proposed in [28] was modified for simulation based on the use
of edge detectors to determine transitions from the inherent states or modes of operation
of the core digital component of the design, a synchronous binary up/down counter with
asynchronous preset. The model was implemented to allow for the completion of an
analysis of the proposed system, and for access to a richer set of analysis tools from the
control theory domain. The model was also created in a modular, parameterized fashion
to allow for re-use and application to additional research investigations.

The single-input, single output (SISO) model is designed to operate on the class of
systems whose controller/plant interface is pulse-width modulated and whose
plant/controller interface signal is a square wave—like that of an incremental encoder or
other sensor. The model ―converts‖ the signals from the time-domain to the frequency
domain by characterizing the error between a reference and a feedback signal in terms of
the sign of the error and the duration of the magnitude of the error. The duration (or pulse
width) of the magnitude of the error between the signals is measured by an incremental
binary counter. The speed at which counts occur is determined by a counting frequency
parameter. In forming a proportional-integral-derivative controller, each constituent
component operates on the error signal in parallel, measuring the duration of the error
relative to each particular stage at a specified counting frequency. The overall control law
is determined by accumulating the information from each of the stages and measuring the
result of the accumulation with a counter incrementing at a distinct, base counting
frequency. The ratio of the counting frequency of a given stage to the base counting
frequency is related to the traditional PID control parameters or gains. In the subsequent
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sections of this chapter, assumptions regarding the interface of the controller to a typical
plant will be explained, the all-digital controller framework and its constituent
components will be proposed, and the design procedure for determining and
implementing the control parameters will be presented. Following this discussion, an
abstract block diagram illustrating all of the system components and their interactions is
depicted.

A.

ALL-DIGITAL CONTROLLER / PLANT / CONTROLLER INTERFACE

In keeping with the all-digital design objective, the controller design framework
presumes that the measurable outputs from the plant to be controlled are the result of a
tachometry device such as an optical encoder. Optical encoders are sensors that are
widely used to detect linear and rotary positions. They utilize photoelectric elements to
detect the motion of an indexed scale with respect to the photo element and produce an
oscillating output signal that corresponds to the motion of the scale. For motors, a rotary
optical encoder can be used to measure angular rotation or position by attaching the
encoder scale to the shaft of the rotating motor or other rotating element in the drive train.
In 1999, it was found that position encoders represented the third most utilized sensor in
terms of number of sales [29] in the automotive industry.

In addition to the assumption of a digital encoder-based output from the system to be
controlled, the proposed model similarly presumes that the input to the plant under
control is implemented as a pulse-width modulated signal. The resultant pulse train from
the encoder output is then fed into the proposed controller framework. The use of binary
counters and other basic digital circuit components effectively converts the time domainbased output of the plant into the frequency domain. The next section will detail the
digital implementation, the conversion of the system output through counting and the
parameters that can be varied to affect control in the system. The formulation of the
PWM output signal that actuates the plant under control will also be detailed. Figure IV-1
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depicts block diagrams of a system with optical encoder output under control by both a
typical discrete-time PID controller and the proposed ADPID controller.

Figure IV-1 – Block diagram of a typical plant under control by a discrete PID controller
and the proposed all-digital PID controller.

B.

ALL–DIGITAL PID CONTROLLER DESIGN FRAMEWORK

Ultimately, the implementation of any proportional-integral-derivative (PID) based
controller would generate three signals: one proportional to the system error, another
proportional to the accumulation of the errors over time and a third proportional to the
rate of change in the error over time. The three signals are then combined to generate a
control signal. The same principle components exist in the framework proposed herein.
Under the proposed high level framework in Figure IV-1 above, a reference signal for the
plant (or system under control) to track is compared to the actual system output. Thus, the
reference signal represents the overall desired system output. The system error is defined
as the difference between the two aforementioned signals. In the initial proposal of the
concept [28], the error was decomposed into both a magnitude and direction signal. A
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digital logic formation of the magnitude of the system error was proposed and the
possibility of determining the sign of the error through analog techniques was proposed
and never realized. For the initial implementation of the ADPID compensator, the most
basic definition of signal error based on the difference between the signal values was
applied. Figure IV-2 displays two example signals and the resulting error. In addition to
the three signals mentioned above, the error signal is decomposed into both a magnitude
and direction signal. The result is also shown in Figure IV-2, with the value 0
representing nonnegative error, and the value 1 representing negative error. This
formulation was developed to complement the proposed implementation of the model.
Note that under this framework, the system output is a pulse train of variable frequency,
consistent with the output of an optical digital encoder.

Keeping in mind the larger overall framework in Figure IV-1 above, a high-level view of
the all-digital PID controller shown in Figure IV-3 depicts the ―parallel‖ counting
components that generate the proportional, integral and derivative error signals and the
accumulation of the signals to create the control signal.
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Figure IV-2 – Diagram of five pulse trains–reference, output, error, error magnitude and
error direction.
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Figure IV-3 – High-level view of the constituent components of the proposed ADPID
framework.
The principle component of the individual building blocks (

,

,

and the

Accumulator) is a synchronous binary up/down counter. The error signal is fed into each
of the constituent P, I and D components and they perform a counting operation on the
error signal at speeds of

,

and

respectively. The counting operations combined

with variations in when and how frequently the counters reset produces results
representative of the three principle components of the compensator. The results of the
three subsystems are added and the combined result is counted to zero at a frequency of
. This resultant signal is used to generate the PWM output of the controller. Analogs to
the typical control parameters

,

and

can be achieved by allowing the control

designer to tune the ratio of the counting frequencies
frequency,

,

and

to the accumulation

. As in the case with classic PID controller implementations, each

component is generated independently which allows for a subset of the proportional,
integral and derivative components to be implemented if desired. In this model, it is
important to note that the accumulation stage is always required to be implemented, even
in the case of a proportional only controller (P control). It is also important to note that
the proposed implementation of the proportional, integral and derivative terms are
parallelized and thus, grounding the control parameter for one of the constituent PID
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components (implying that the corresponding control parameter in a classical PID
compensator has a gain equal to zero) effects a controller instantiation with a subset of
the proportional, integral and derivative control filters implemented. For example,
grounding the counting frequency

, allows for the implementation of a PI controller,

which is frequently used instead of classical PID-based control due to issues related to
differentiator noise that may result in poor performance.

To prove the concept of this all-digital control, the functional components were designed
and simulated in The MathWorks Simulink® and MATLAB® Release 2010b packages.
MATLAB and Simulink are frequently used packages with respect to control systems
simulation. They are not commonly used for digital logic design. The models presented
in the following subsections consist of either graphical model implementations relying on
fundamental logic components or text based models that rely on functional descriptions
of the model‘s performance. In both cases, the models were developed in such a way that
they would resemble gate-level or functional-level implementations in a hardware
description language such as VHDL. Hardware description languages are commonly used
to design, simulate and implement custom or programmable digital logic hardware. The
designs of the Simulink models were restricted to use constituent components with likely
equivalents in the HDL realm in accordance with the stated goal of producing an alldigital design that could be implemented using standard commercial-off-the-shelf digital
devices and programmable logic devices such as FPGAs.

Details about the implementations of the proportional, integral, and derivative
subcomponents are presented in the following three subsections and the appendices
referenced therein. Lastly, the digital circuitry to combine the error signals and generate a
resultant PWM is detailed in the fourth subsection. Section C discusses the proposed
methodology for determining the base counting frequencies.
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i.

Generation of a Proportional Error Signal

The core element of the proportional controller component,

, is an n-bit binary

synchronous counter. The 74LS169 [30] is a readily available commercial-off-the-shelf
discrete logic component that functions as a 4-bit synchronous binary up/down counter
with load and reset functionalities. Four of the counters can be cascaded to produce a 16bit counter. The Simulink-based implementation of the aforementioned 4-bit counter and
its requisite components (i.e. a positive edge triggered J-K flip flop) as well as a
cascaded, gate-level description of a 16-bit binary up/down counter can be found in
Appendix A. A generic n-bit counter was also implemented as a functional description of
the desired performance characteristics of an up/down counter. The implementation is
provided in Appendix B. For the implementation of the ADPID compensator described in
this work, the functional level description of the counter parameterized to 16 bits was
used. This counter was selected due to its improved simulation performance when
compared to the gate-level model developed. In later updates to the ADPID model, an
integer based counter with implicit handling of signed numbers and without an implicit
maximum count was selected due to the data type handling of various library blocks in
Simulink. The generic counter described in Appendix B was modified to operate in this
manner— supplying the value infinity (inf) in lieu of a binary bit length, N, allows for
this operating mode. For the simulations presented in chapter V, it appears that an 8 to
10-bit binary counter would provide a sufficient numerical range for the counts that are
formed in implementing the control law.

The operation of the

functional block is defined in terms of the modes of operation of

the synchronous up/down counter and its associated inputs. The implementation of the
proportional gain control function relies on the following operating conditions on the
inputs and outputs of the counter in Figure IV-4:
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Figure IV-4 – Block diagram of 16-bit binary up/down counter.
I.

CLK – 1-bit input – A digital clock pulse that varies between 1 and 0 at a
frequency of

. This frequency determines the speed at which the

synchronous counter increments or decrements. The count will increase or
decrease on each rising edge of the CLK if enabled.

II.

U_D – 1-bit input – Active high signal that sets the direction of the count. A
logic 1 (high) value increments the count and a logic 0 (low) decrements the
count. The U_D input is tied to logic 1 to force the counter to always
increment.

III.

EN_P – 1-bit input – Active low input that enables the operation of the
counter. Both EN_P and EN_T must be low in order for the count to increase.
The EN_P input is tied to logic 0.

IV.

EN_T – 1-bit input – Active low input that enables the operation of the
counter. Both EN_P and EN_T must be low in order for the count to increase.
The EN_T input is tied to the inverse of the magnitude of the system error.
The result is that as long as the error is non-zero, the counter is enabled and
the count changes at frequency

.
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V.

_LOAD – 1-bit input – Active low input that sets the value of the counter to
the value available on input INDATA. The signal is connected to the inverse
of an edge detector that is high when a positive edge occurs in the magnitude
of the error. The result is that the integer value zero is loaded into the counter,
resetting it; every time the error transitions from zero to non-zero, the counter
is reset.

VI.

INDATA – 16-bit input – Data on this input can be loaded into the counter to
set its value. This input is tied to the integer value zero to create a reset
functionality that allows the count value to be reset to zero by loading the
value into the counter.

VII.

OUTDATA – 16-bit output – This output represents the value of the 16-bit
counter. The count value is the principle output of this functional block whose
value is a numerical representation of the duration of the magnitude of the
system error.

VIII.

COUT – 1-bit output – This output is an active low representation of the
overflow, or carry-out, of the 16-bit counter. In incremental counting, this
output will have a value of 0 when the counter exceeds the count of 65535
(maximum binary count of 16 consecutive 1‘s).

The result of the proportional control block with the signal operating modes described
above is a numerical binary representation of the pulse width of the tracking error of the
system. The output resulting from the counter is modified to reflect the sign of the error
signal before it is accumulated with the other blocks in the

stage. A diagram showing

the signal routing and operating mode for this functional block and the additional
functional blocks that form the all-digital PID controller is shown in Figure IV-5.
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ii.

Generation of an Integral Error Signal

The core element of the integral controller component,
synchronous counter. The operation of the

, is also a 16-bit binary

functional block is defined in terms of the

modes of operation of the 16-bit counter and its associated inputs. The implementation of
the integral gain control function relies on the following operating conditions on the
inputs and outputs of the counter in Figure IV-4:

I.

CLK – 1-bit input – A digital clock pulse that varies between 1 and 0 at a
frequency of

. This frequency determines the speed at which the

synchronous counter increments or decrements. The count will increase or
decrease on each rising edge of the CLK if enabled.

II.

U_D – 1-bit input – Active high signal that sets the direction of the count. A
logic 1 (high) value increments the count and a logic 0 (low) decrements the
count. A ―binary‖ definition for a function that computes the sign of a number
was constructed such that non-negative numbers map to a binary 0 value and
negative numbers map to a binary 1 value. The U_D input is determined by
the inverse of the error sign signal.

III.

EN_P – 1-bit input – Active low input that enables the operation of the
counter. Both EN_P and EN_T must be low in order for the count to increase.
The EN_P input is tied to logic 0.

IV.

EN_T – 1-bit input – Active low input that enables the operation of the
counter. Both EN_P and EN_T must be low in order for the count to increase.
The EN_T input is tied to the inverse of the magnitude of the system error.
The result is that as long as the error is non-zero, the counter is enabled and
the count changes at frequency .
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V.

_LOAD – 1-bit input – Active low input that sets the value of the counter to
the value available on input INDATA. The signal is tied to the logic value 1.
This prevents the counter from being reset to its initial integer value of 0, as
the integral block represents the accumulation of error over the runtime of the
system.

VI.

INDATA – 16-bit input – Data on this input can be loaded into the counter to
set its value. This input is tied to the integer value zero as in the previous case.

VII.

OUTDATA – 16-bit output – This output represents the value of the 16-bit
counter. The count value is the principle output of this functional block whose
value is a numerical representation of the accumulation of the system error
over the operating time of the system to be controlled.

VIII.

COUT – 1-bit output – This output is an active low representation of the
overflow, or carry-out, of the 16-bit counter. In incremental counting, this
output will have a value of 0 when the counter exceeds the count of 65535
(maximum binary count of 16 consecutive 1‘s).

The result of the integral control block with the signal operating modes described above
is a numerical binary representation of the accumulation of the pulse widths of the
tracking error of the system over the system‘s runtime. When the system is lagging the
reference to track, the output of the functional component increases; when it is leading,
the output decreases.
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iii. Generation of a Derivative Error Signal
The core element of the derivative controller component,
synchronous counter. The operation of the

, is also a 16-bit binary

functional block is defined in terms of the

modes of operation of the 16-bit counter and its associated inputs. The implementation of
the derivative gain control function relies on the following operating conditions on the
inputs and outputs of the counter in Figure IV-4:

I.

CLK – 1-bit input – A digital clock pulse that varies between 1 and 0 at a
frequency of

. This frequency determines the speed at which the

synchronous counter increments or decrements. The count will increase or
decrease on each rising edge of the CLK if enabled.

II.

U_D – 1-bit input – Active high signal that sets the direction of the count. A
logic 1 value increments the count and a logic 0 decrements the count. The
U_D input is tied to logic 1 to force the counter to always increment.

III.

EN_P – 1-bit input – Active low input that enables the operation of the
counter. Both EN_P and EN_T must be low in order for the count to increase.
The EN_P input is tied to logic 0.

IV.

EN_T – 1-bit input – Active low input that enables the operation of the
counter. Both EN_P and EN_T must be low in order for the count to increase.
The EN_T input is tied to the inverse of the magnitude of the system error.
The result is that as long as the error is non-zero, the counter is enabled and
the count changes at frequency

.
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V.

_LOAD – 1-bit input – Active low input that sets the value of the counter to
the value available on input INDATA. The signal is connected to the inverse
of an edge detector that is high when a positive edge occurs in the magnitude
of the error. The result is that the integer value zero is loaded into the counter,
resetting it; every time the error transitions from zero to non-zero, the counter
is reset.

VI.

INDATA – 16-bit input – Data on this input can be loaded into the counter to
set its value. This input is tied to the integer value zero as in the previous case.

VII.

OUTDATA – 16-bit output – This output represents the value of the 16-bit
counter. The count value is the principle output of this functional block whose
value is a numerical representation of the duration of the magnitude of the
system error.

VIII.

COUT – 1-bit output – This output is an active low representation of the
overflow, or carry-out, of the 16-bit counter. In incremental counting, this
output will have a value of 0 when the counter exceeds the count of 65535
(maximum binary count of 16 consecutive 1‘s).

In addition to the 16-bit binary counter, the derivative functional block relies on a register
or other form of digital memory to implement the difference or differentiation
functionality. The output resulting from the counter is modified to reflect the sign of the
error signal. The previous value of the derivative counter that was stored in memory is
subtracted from the current value of the counter. The result of the derivative control block
with the signal operating modes described above is a numerical binary representation of
the difference between the current and previous pulse widths of the tracking error of the
system over two consecutive periods of the error signal.
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iv.

Generation of a Combined PID Error Signal

The core element of the accumulation (or combination) of all error components,
also a 16-bit binary synchronous counter. In the

, is

functional block, the outputs of each

of the functional blocks are added together using a digitally implemented binary adder.
This value along with a number of control signals are inputs into the 16-bit counter and
its associated modes of operation are defined in terms of the inputs. The implementation
of the function relies on the following operating conditions on the inputs and outputs of
the counter in Figure IV-4:

I.

CLK – 1-bit input – A digital clock pulse that varies between 1 and 0 at a
frequency of

. This frequency determines the speed at which the

synchronous counter increments or decrements. The count will increase or
decrease on each rising edge of the CLK if enabled.

II.

U_D – 1-bit input – Active high signal that sets the direction of the count. A
logic 1 (high) value increments the count and a logic 0 (low) decrements the
count. The U_D input is tied to logic 0 to force the counter to always
decrement.

III.

EN_P – 1-bit input – Active low input that enables the operation of the
counter. Both EN_P and EN_T must be low in order for the count to increase.
The EN_P input is tied to logic 0.

IV.

EN_T – 1-bit input – Active low input that enables the operation of the
counter. Both EN_P and EN_T must be low in order for the count to increase.
The EN_T input is tied to the logical ―NOR-ing‖ of the bits of the output of
the binary adder (the combined error signals from the constituent
components). The result is that as long as the combined error count is nonzero, the counter is enabled and the count changes at frequency
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.

V.

_LOAD – 1-bit input – Active low input that sets the value of the counter to
the value available on input INDATA. The signal is connected to the inverse
of an edge detector that is high when a negative edge occurs in the magnitude
of the error. The result is that the integer sum of the error counts is loaded into
the counter, every time the error transitions from non-zero to zero.

VI.

INDATA – 16-bit input – Data on this input can be loaded into the counter to
set its value. This input is the magnitude of the output of the binary adder (the
combined error signals from the constituent components).

VII.

OUTDATA – 16-bit output – This output represents the value of the 16-bit
counter. The count value is used to generate the PWM control signal that is
the expected output of the controller proposed.

VIII.

COUT – 1-bit output – This output is an active low representation of the
overflow, or carry-out, of the 16-bit counter. In incremental counting, this
output will have a value of 0 when the counter exceeds the count of 65535
(maximum binary count of 16 consecutive 1‘s).

The result of the accumulation control block with the signal operating modes described
above is a numerical binary representation of the combination of the three constituent
control signals counting towards zero at a frequency
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.

v.

Generation of the Error and Controller Output Signals

For the operations proposed above, the error signal is generated and decomposed into two
components, the magnitude of the error and the sign of the error. Using a ―binary‖
definition for the sign of a number, a value of logic 0 indicates a nonnegative number and
logic 1 indicates a negative number. A truth table that relates the magnitude and sign of
the system error in terms of the reference signal and system output is shown below in
Table IV-1. The magnitude component of the error is formed by relating the desired
system output to the actual system output with the exclusive-or logic function and is
implemented with an XOR digital logic gate. The sign function is constructed from the
relevant minterm in the truth table and is implemented with a NOT and an AND digital
logic gate.

Table IV-1 – Truth Table of the error magnitude and sign functions.
Reference

System Output

Error Magnitude

Error Sign

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

The outputs of the proportional and derivative counting stages need to be scaled by a
factor of 1 or -1 to reflect the appropriate sign for the error they represent. The binary
error sign signal was defined with 0 representing all nonnegative numbers and 1
representing all negative numbers. The error sign signal can be mapped to create the
appropriate scaling signal by inverting the signal, multiplying by 2 and subtracting 1.
This mapping is shown in Table IV-2. It is important to note that the inversion can be
realized in the form of a digital NOT gate, the subtraction can be performed by a simple
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arithmetic logic unit (ALU) which is already required by the design for the accumulation
phase. While multiplication is typically a more complex arithmetic operation, the task of
multiplying by 2 can be implemented with a simple bit shift.

Table IV-2- Table depicting the operations required to map the error sign signal to the
appropriate scaling factors.
ErrorSign

Invert

Multiply by 2

Subtract 1

Positive

0

1

2

1

Negative

1

0

0

-1

In regards to the system output, a PWM control signal is generated by logically OR-ing
the output of the cumulative error count from the

block. By forming the error in this

way, the resulting signal will have a value equal to logic 0 when the result of the error
signal is zero and will have a value equal to logic 1 for non-zero system error.

An exploded view of the all-digital proportional-integral derivative controller from
Figure IV-3 is shown below in Figure IV-5. The block diagram details the
interconnection of the proportional, integral and derivative components as well as the
signal routings to operate the functional blocks described in the previous four
subsections. The digital components for accumulation, memory storage, and the
formation of the error signals are also represented. The Simulink implementation of the
model is shown in Appendix C.
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Figure IV-5 – Detailed block diagram view of the proposed all-digital PID controller and
its constituent components.
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C.

PROCEDURE FOR DETERMINING ALL-DIGITAL PID CONTROL PARAMETERS

Within the scope of the all-digital PID instantiation described in this document, the
relevant control or tuning parameters, (

,

and

), can be generically referred to as

, where N = P, I or D. Each subcomponent of the control system described has an
associated frequency, ( ,
accumulation phase,

and

). Additionally, a counting frequency for the overall

, is defined. Together, the set of four counting frequencies

constitute the control or tuning parameters.

In designing a control law or loop with an all-digital PID controller implementation, one
would determine the typical PID control parameters, (

,

and

), using one of the

methods described in Section II B. Once the classical control parameters are determined,
the process described below can be used to compute the required clock frequencies
required to tune the all-digital PID controller.

First, a counting frequency for the accumulation phase needs to be selected. Each of the
counting frequencies used as control parameters should be at least twice as large as the
reference frequency that the system is to track. As a rule-of-thumb, the base frequency
should be as large as practical, understanding the limitations of the hardware that will be
driving the clock signals and that the computed gains will require the scaling of the base
frequency to subsequent rates that may be higher by an order of magnitude or more.
Guidance regarding the selection of the frequency,

, is expressed in (15). Once this

parameter is fixed, the subsequent frequencies can be calculated from the relationship
given in (16).

(15)

(16)
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If the computation of (16) results in one or more control frequencies that push the
limitations of the underlying hardware driving the signal, one should reduce the
frequency of the accumulation stage, if possible, and recalculate the other frequencies.
The thought behind selecting the minimum effective input frequency to be at least twice
that of the desired reference is that the counting proposed is effectively sampling. As a
result, the well-known Nyquist Sampling Theorem would suggest that the underlying
information of the relevant controller stage would need to be counted or sampled at this
rate in order to be accurately represented.

Copyright © David Michael Feinauer 2011
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V.

EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH

Given the all-digital PID design proposed above, the performance of the controller is
contrasted with that of a classical PID control law in this section. The controller
performance is investigated in the application of controlling a basic DC motor for the
purpose of tracking a velocity. The DC motor plant is modeled as a transfer function
between rotor position and input voltage. The transfer function for a DC motor (17) and
the model parameters for a basic one-quarter horsepower motor were obtained from [10]
and are shown in Table V-1. The asterisk designation of parameters in the table indicates
additional values that were selected based on the supplied field time constant parameter,
as the effects of the field time constant, although negligible, were included in the transfer
function model.

(17)

Table V-1 – Parameters for DC motor mode from [10].
Symbol

Value

Description
Motor Constant
Rotor Inertia
Field Time Constant
Rotor Time Constant
Field Inductance*
Field Resistance*

MaxPower

Maximum Output Power
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For the proposed framework, an optical encoder sensor that measures the motor / plant
output is required to close the loop and provide a feedback signal. A model for an
incremental quadrature optical encoder that produces 360 pulses per revolution is given
in Appendix E.

An initial functional verification of the proposed model was conducted. Analysis of the
initial design verification simulations revealed some fundamental issues in the design as
proposed in Chapter IV. Modifications necessary for the design were developed and are
subsequently presented in subsection A of this chapter. The computation of the control
parameters and an analysis of the simulation results of the DC motor for both the
classical and the modified all-digital controller systems are detailed in subsection B.
Subsection C discusses methods for investigating the stability of the new-formed model.

A.

REVISIONS TO THE ALL-DIGITAL PID COMPENSATOR

The all-digital PID compensator detailed in chapter IV was interfaced to the model of the
motor plant described in Table V-1 for initial analysis. The system was implemented for
the purpose of tracking a velocity of 60 rpm. Initially, the model appeared to track the
desired velocity set point. As the model was reconfigured to explore the control
performance and the underlying system dynamics, the initial model revealed its
limitations. For a fixed set of control parameters, as the desired tracking velocity was
varied, the resulting system output settled to a steady state velocity that was highly
sensitive to the commanded input. In some cases, small increases to the commanded
input resulted in a decrease in the steady state velocity attained. An example of this is
shown in Figure V-1. The red dashed line present in this figure represents the
commanded velocity reference for the system simulation; throughout the remainder of
this chapter, the presence of a red or dashed line in any figure will serve to indicate the
relevant input velocity reference.
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For the first setpoint reflected in the plot (top), the model converged to a steady state
velocity with steady-state ripple about the desired output of 60 rpm. In the second plot,
the system attained a steady state velocity of approximately 48 rpm, significantly less
than the desired output of 120 rpm and the previous output of 60 rpm.

Figure V-1 – Initial all-digital PID results for a commanded tracking velocity of 60 rpm
(top) and 120 rpm (bottom).
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After tracing the signals internal to the controller and examining the affect of the various
input and clock signal transitions on the counting circuitry, it became apparent that to
accurately represent the error signal and actuate the counter circuitry appropriately, a
more sophisticated implementation that allowed for some form of signal history or
―previous state‖ information was needed.

The all-digital PID compensator was modified to include a new method of error
formation. A next-state truth table mapping the appropriate direction and count
occurrences was developed and implemented. The details of the implementation and the
related next state table for the sequential logic device are shown in Appendix D. The
device actuates the direction (U_D) and enable (EN_T) signals for the counters as
described in chapter IV. In addition, the device actuates the directional signals for the
counters in the proportional and derivative stages, eliminating the need for modifying the
output from those stages to account for the sign of the error they represent. The control
signals for the counters forming the all-digital PID compensator are a function of: the
current and previous reference and feedback inputs as well as the previous count
direction. The count direction and enable signals are representative of the sign and
magnitude of the tracking error of the system within a small window of time. The device
implementation could be realized with a combination of combinatorial logic gates and
latches.

In addition to the error formation circuitry, a more detailed modeling of the memory
storage and associated latching required for the system was developed. Two additional
counters were used as memory storage registers to latch the computed difference output
from the derivative stage and the accumulation of the three signals to address signal
timing issues in the initial design. An updated Simulink model based on these additions is
shown in Appendix D, immediately following the description of the modified error
computation circuitry. This modified all-digital PID compensator was used for simulation
and analysis in comparison to a classical PID compensator in the following subsection
and throughout the remainder of this document.
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B.

ALL-DIGITAL PID VERSUS TRADITIONAL PID

i.

ADPID comparison to a Baseline System

Consider the aforementioned model for a DC motor as a plant to be controlled. The
objective is for a controller to be designed such that the motor tracks a velocity with the
transient specifications required as follows:

1.
2.
3.

-

Substituting the motor parameter values from Table V-1 into (17) yields the motor
transfer function (18).
(18)

Given a DC motor system defined by (18), the open loop stability of the system can be
determined from the poles of the transfer function. The DC motor system modeled by the
transfer function is considered marginally stable because it has an open loop pole on the
imaginary axis along with its two open loop poles in the left-half plane. A root locus plot
of the system is shown depicting the open-loop poles,

, and the

trajectory of the resulting poles from a closed-loop system with a negative feedback gain,
K, varying from 0 to ∞. The system becomes unstable with poles in the right-half plane
for gains of K larger than approximately 53.
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Figure V-2 – Root locus plot of the transfer function of a DC motor plant.
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Given a system defined by the transfer function (18), a PID compensator can be designed
using the criteria set out in section II.B.ii.

I.

The desired settling time and damping coefficient for the compensated system can
be used to solve for the desired dominant poles.
(19)
(20)

II.

The compensated system is of type 2 due to the additional pole at s=0 introduced
by the integrator term of the PID compensator. The desired steady state error
condition can then be used to solve for the integrator gain, KI.
(21)
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III.

Using the value of KI solved for in part II and selecting

as one

of the dominant poles from part I, the combined system transfer function is
evaluated.
(22)

Figure V-3 – Root locus plot of the closed loop PID compensated DC motor system.
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A root locus plot of the PID compensated closed loop DC motor system is shown in
Figure V-3. With the classical design of the PID control parameters, the all-digital
counting frequencies can be determined. For the simulation, the motor will track a
velocity of 60rpm which equates to a 360 Hz square wave output from an optical encoder
that produces 360 pulses per revolution. As a guide from (15), the base counting
frequency,

, should be designed to be larger than

Selecting

.

satisfies this criteria. The subsequent frequency parameters can

be calculated as follows:

With the computed control parameters, the all-digital PID controller model can be
implemented and simulated.

As a baseline for comparison and analysis of the novel, all-digital PID compensator, a
classical PID feedback control system for the DC motor plant was implemented in
Simulink and is shown in Figure V-4. The system implementation in Figure V-4
represents an ideal case where ―true‖ position output is available from the system as a
feedback input for the PID controller and the interface between the controller and the
motor plant is both high resolution and analog.

A more realistic system modeling the effects of the plant-controller interface is depicted
in Figure V-5; the interface takes into account the common implementation of the DC
motor plant with an incremental encoder and associated decoder used for sensing and
tachometry on the motor output. The controller-plant interface is also modified to reflect
the more practical implementation of a voltage to PWM mechanism for actuating the
motor or other plant under control.
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Figure V-4 – Velocity tracking classical PID compensated DC motor.

Figure V-5 – PID compensated DC motor plant model with typical controller to motor
and motor to controller interfacing.
The simulated position as well as the estimated velocity and acceleration outputs of the
motor under control are shown for the PID compensated theoretical system in Figure V-6.
The first graph in Figure V-6 reflects the simulated position output, , of the
compensated DC motor plant. The second and third plots in the figure depict estimates
for the system velocity,

, and acceleration of the system under control.
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Figure V-6 – Position, velocity and acceleration outputs from the PID compensated DC
motor system.
A motor tracking a constant velocity of 60 rpm, one revolution per second, should
complete one revolution of

radians in one second. One would expect the

position of the motor in radians to be represented by a line with a slope of 2π. As shown
by the simulated system output, the compensated DC motor plant completes one rotation
in the first second of simulation (position reaches a value of approximately 2π) and the
system settles to the steady state tracking velocity. By comparison, Figure V-7 shows the
position, velocity and acceleration outputs for the classical PID controller interfaced to
the model with typical interface technology.
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Figure V-7 - Position, velocity and acceleration outputs from the PID compensated DC
motor system with typical controller-plant interfaces.

Table V-2 – Performance characteristics of the PID compensated plants in Figure V-4
and Figure V-5.

Description

Symbol System in Figure V-4 System in Figure V-5

Peak Overshoot (%)

20.6

21.24

Time to Peak (sec)

0.186

0.189

Settling Time (sec)

0.326

0.423

Steady-State Ripple (%)

+2.0 to -1.88
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In comparing the velocity outputs of the two systems, it is apparent that the addition of
the PWM and encoder controller-plant-controller interfaces resulted in an increased
settling time and increased overshoot of the output velocity. The PWM effects also
produced a small amount of output velocity ripple about the desired steady state
operating point. It is interesting to note that in a classical PID control framework,
increasing the gain of the proportional and or integral tuning parameters would also result
in increased overshoot, increased settling time and decreased output stability.

The incremental encoder measuring the system output and the corresponding decoding of
the digital signal also contributed to the differences in the performance characteristics of
the systems. In the ―more realistic‖ system presented, the analog output of the quadrature
decoder is subtracted from the reference and fed directly into the PID controller. In
actuality, this analog signal would undergo analog to digital conversion (ADC) before
interfacing with the control system, which would induce further imprecision and potential
output ripple in the baseline system due to quantization and other related errors.

A summary of the measured transient performance characteristics of the simulated
systems is shown in Table V-2. Defining settling time as the time after which the system
remains within ±2% of the steady state operating point would yield a marginally defined
value for the PWM system due to the ripple effects on the output. The settling time
represented in the table for the PWM system is the time at which the system settled to
within -2% of the desired steady state output after the time at which the output reached its
peak.
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Figure V-8 – Absolute and percentage difference of the tracking velocities attained by the
theoretical and modified systems.

For closer examination, Figure V-8 shows both the absolute difference and the percent
difference between the velocity of the theoretical and modified systems under control. At
steady state, the system oscillates within approximately ±0.5% of the velocity attained by
the ideal theoretical system. Samples of the controller-plant-controller interface signals as
the DC motor is starting up are depicted in Figure V-9. The PWM control output from the
interface is depicted in the top graph and the output of the optical encoder sensor is
illustrated in the bottom plot of the figure.
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The aforementioned simulation results will serve as a baseline for performance analysis
of the proposed all-digital PID compensator. The Simulink implementation of the
proposed all-digital PID controlled system is shown in Figure V-10. The simulated
position output along with velocity and acceleration estimates for the motor under control
are subsequently depicted in Figure V-11.

Figure V-9 – Signals representative of the PWM interface to the classical PID
compensator and one channel of the quadrature encoder output of the system plant.
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Figure V-10 – Velocity tracking all-digital PID compensated DC motor.

The initial problem statement requires that the system under control track a reference
velocity. In the traditional PID system with controller-plant-controller interfaces
modeled, Figure V-5, the feedback signal is the motor position output measured by an
optical quadrature encoder / decoder pair. The result is an analog value representative of
system position. The reference input required for the system is a ramp function with a
slope of

, corresponding to a constant velocity of 1 revolution per second. In the all-

digital system, Figure V-10, the feedback signal is a digital representation of the system
position measured by a quadrature encoder. The square wave signal of variable frequency
that results from the encoder is not decoded; it is fed directly into the all-digital
compensator as an estimate of the system velocity. A reference square wave of constant
velocity serves as the input to the compensated all-digital system. For an encoder with a
resolution of 360 pulses per revolution, the equivalent reference input for a system
tracking 60 rpm is a 360 Hz square wave.
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Figure V-11 – Position, velocity and acceleration outputs from the all-digital PID
compensated DC motor system.

From the results shown in Figure V-7 and Figure V-11, it can be observed that at a time
of one second, the classical system attained a position of approximately 6.28 radians. The
all-digital system lagged that metric and only attained a position of approximately
5.2 radians, tracking an average steady state velocity of 5.33 rad/sec—approximately
15.2% less than the desired setpoint. The settling time for the classic and all-digital
systems are approximately 0.42 seconds and 0.16 seconds respectively. The all-digital
PID system did not present any overshoot. Due to the PWM nature of both systems, it is
important to note that although the system converges to a ―steady-state‖ velocity,
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oscillation or ripple about the setpoint occurs. For the baseline system, the ripple was
measured to be in the range +2.0 to -1.88% of the desired setpoint. For the all-digital PID
compensator, the oscillation was found to be in the range of + 7.7% to -5.6% of the
steady state velocity attained.

ii.

Setpoint and Parameter Sensitivity in Velocity Tracking

For further analysis of the ADPID system versus the baseline, the systems were resimulated to track velocities of 120 rpm, 240 rpm and 30 rpm. Thus far, the motor system
has been actuated by a 1V PWM signal. With a maximum control output of 1V, the
velocity saturated before the desired output of 240rpm could be reached. Figure V-12
depicts the simulation results with the rows of the plot displaying from top to bottom the
plant outputs for the velocity tracking references of 60, 120 and 30 rpm. The left column
plots the output of the baseline system and the all-digital system is depicted in the right
column. Although the steady state velocity attained by the all-digital PID compensated
system increases or decreases appropriately in correspondence to a change in the tracking
setpoint, the error between the steady state value attained and the commanded setpoint
reflects a potential sensitivity of the system to the control parameters and motivates the
need for refining the method of selecting the parameters. It is also important to note that
in the cases of tracking 60 and 120 rpm, the steady state error was negative with respect
to the commanded velocity, and in the case of tracking 30 rpm, the error in the steadystate velocity attained was positive.

The sensitivity of the steady-state velocity attained by the closed-loop digital PID
compensated system was investigated by implementing a proportional only controller
with an accumulation counting frequency, fA = 20 kHz, and varying the proportional gain
KP. For values of

, the closed loop system remained

stable and the system attained a steady state velocity that oscillated between
approximately 6.1 and 5.15 rad/sec with an average value of approximately 5.6 rad/sec in
all cases.
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Figure V-12 – Velocity tracking comparison of the baseline and all-digital compensators.

The sensitivity of the system with respect to the accumulator tuning frequency was then
investigated by reducing the parameter to 5 kHz and measuring the system output for a
variety of proportional gains. For gains larger than 10, the closed loop system remained
stable and the system attained a steady state velocity that oscillated between
approximately 8.1 and 7.7 rad/sec with an average value of approximately 7.85 rad/sec.
For a gain less than or equal to 10, the system oscillated in the neighborhood of the
desired 6.28 rad/sec setpoint attaining an average steady state velocity of approximately
5.7 rad/sec.
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In the first investigation, the response was not particularly sensitive to the gain K. In the
latter case, although the system stabilized for large gains, the value of the gain K at which
the response stabilized near the desired setpoint was reduced in the presence of a
decreased base counting frequency. Reducing the base frequency by a factor of 4
increased the steady state velocity attained by roughly 25% for gains larger than 10,
effectively limiting the range of valid proportional gains. For gains less than 10, the
system tracked a velocity near the setpoint. It is also important to note that due to the
binary output of the system, gains in excess of the approximate root locus stability bound
of 53 did not cause the system to become unstable.

The sensitivity of the system about the integrator was investigated by implementing an
integral-only control law and varying the integral tuning parameter for a base counting
frequency of 5 kHz. The output of the closed-loop system from Figure V-10 for an
integrator gain of 0.04 (left) and 0.06 (right) is depicted in Figure V-13. The change in
the output velocity and the actuating control law based on a small change in the integrator
gain as well as the small size of the integrator gain in terms of absolute magnitude
indicates that the model is likely sensitive to the integrator gain. With the integrator term
carrying significant weight, the selection of an integrator gain should likely be scaled
down from what was originally suggested under the guidance of the rule-of-thumb in
section IV-C. Additionally, the range limit inherent in a PWM–type output is commonly
considered to contribute to ―windup‖ or saturation of the integrator term in the control
law if the effective controller output is operating near the range limit. A technique for
addressing this effect should be considered for future development of this design
methodology. One such possibility would be setting a range limit on the counter for the
integrator term, capping the contribution it can make to the accumulated control law
signal at the expense of attaining a minimal steady-state error.
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Further investigation and increased simulation capacity is needed to characterize the
sensitivity of the system to its selected gains and frequencies for the purpose of refining
the proposed method of parameter tuning. Refinements to the method of parameter
selection or tuning are essential to improving the steady-state error between the
commanded and actual velocity attained by the system. In an attempt to improve the
simulation times, particularly for system with large gains, the model was modified to
include an edge detector that did not require an explicit clock signal for input signal
latching in the hopes of reducing the number of signals and variables in the simulation.
This model was slightly effective at reducing the simulation time in the case of fast
counting frequencies resultant from large gains.

Figure V-13 – Velocity and control outputs of a closed-loop DC motor plant with an
integral gain of 0.04 (left) and 0.06 (right).
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iii. Baseline Comparison for an Additional DC Motor Plant
To continue validation of the all-digital PID compensator, the controller performance was
again investigated for the purposes of a velocity tracking DC motor-based plant. An
armature-controlled DC motor driving a rotational load was found in [9] to have a
transfer function defining the relationship between rotor position and input voltage given
by (23).

(23)

Model parameters for the motor from [9] and the resulting transfer function are shown in
Table V-3 and (24) respectively.

(24)

Table V-3 – Armature-controlled DC motor with load specifications.

Symbol

Value

Description
Electrical Constant
Total Inertia at the Armature
Total Damping at the Armature
Electrical Constant
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Consider the aforementioned model for a DC motor as a plant to be controlled. The
objective is for a controller to be designed such that the motor tracks a velocity with the
transient specifications required as follows:

1.
2.
3.

-

Given a DC motor system defined by (24), the open loop stability of the system can be
determined from the poles of the transfer function. The DC motor system modeled by the
transfer function is considered marginally stable because it has an open loop pole on the
imaginary axis along with one open loop pole in the left-half plane. A root locus plot of
the system is shown in Figure V-14 depicting the open-loop poles (

, and

the trajectory of the resulting poles from a closed-loop system with a negative feedback
gain, K, varying from 0 to ∞. The root locus reflects that the system is stable under
negative feedback for positive values of K.
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Figure V-14 – Root locus plot of the transfer function for a DC motor plant.
Given a system defined by the transfer function (24), a PID compensator can be designed
using the criteria set out in section II.B.ii.

I.

The desired settling time and damping coefficient for the compensated system can
be used to solve for the desired dominant poles.
(25)
(26)
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II.

The compensated system is of type 2 due to the additional pole at s=0 introduced
by the integrator term of the PID compensator. The desired steady state error
condition can then be used to solve for the integrator gain, KI.
(27)

III.

Using the value of KI solved for in part II and selecting

as one

of the dominant poles from part I, the combined system transfer function is
evaluated.

(28)

A root locus plot of the PID compensated closed loop DC motor system is shown in
Figure V-15.
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Figure V-15 – Root locus plot of the closed loop PID compensated DC motor system.
With the classical design of the PID control parameters, the all-digital counting
frequencies can be determined. The system is modeled such that the drive actuator for the
model has an inherent gain of 10. As a result, the controller gains are reduced by a factor
of 10 for implementation. For the simulation, the loaded motor will track a velocity of 10
rpm which equates to a 60 Hz square wave output from an optical encoder that produces
360 pulses per revolution. As a guide from (15), the base counting frequency,
be designed to be larger than

. Selecting

satisfies this

criteria. The subsequent frequency parameters can be calculated as follows:
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, should

The baseline and ADPID systems were re-simulated. The position and velocity outputs
for the baseline system and the all-digital compensator are shown in Figure V-16 and
Figure V-17 respectively. Significant steady-state error in the tracking velocity occurred
in both the baseline and all-digital systems (17.7% and 14.2% respectively). The alldigital system also exhibited substantial overshoot (88.9%) indicating, as in the case with
the previous simulation, sensitivity to the tuning parameters.

Figure V-16 – Position and velocity output of a PID compensated DC motor with load
tracking a reference velocity of 10 rpm.
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The all-digital system was re-implemented for proportional only control. The base
frequency and the proportional gain for the controller were held at 1200Hz and 16
respectively, and the effects of integral and derivative action were removed. The steady
state output and associated control actuation signal that resulted are shown below in
Figure V-18. The system attained a steady-state value of approximately 1.21 rad/sec,
settled within approximately 1.55 seconds and exhibited a steady state ripple of
+5.4 to -6.4% about the mean steady state value.

Based on the known sensitivity of the integrator gain and the magnitude of overshoot
exhibited in the initial simulation, the system was revised and re-simulated for values of
. The simulation results are shown in Figure V-19. The
transient performance characteristics for the simulations discussed in this section are
shown in Table V-4.

Table V-4 – Performance characteristics of the baseline and all-digital PID compensated
armature-controlled DC motor plant with load.
Description

Baseline

AD-PID

AD-P

Rev. ADPID

Peak Overshoot (%)

17.7%

88.89%

21.75%

44.35%

+6.4 to -7.4% +5.4 to -6.4% +7.0 to -6.1%

Output Steady-State Ripple (%)
Steady-State Tracking Error (%)
Approximate S-S. Velocity

17.7%

14.2%

15.6%

26.73%

1.23

1.20

1.21

1.41
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Figure V-17 – Position and velocity output of the ADPID compensated DC motor with
inertial load tracking a reference velocity of 10 rpm.
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Figure V-18 – Proportional only control of a motor plant tracking a rotational velocity of
10 rpm.
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Figure V-19 – PID control of a motor tracking a velocity of 10 rpm with increased
derivative gain, decreased proportional gain and significantly reduced integral gain.

C.

STABILITY DISCUSSION

In examining the affect of the all-digital PID compensator and its operating modes on the
stability of the underlying system under control, a number of parallels can be drawn
between the all-digital system and systems currently existent within the realm of modern
control theory.
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The system produces a variable frequency, variable pulse-width rectangular wave output
that is akin to a PWM device. The binary control output (on or off) effects a type of
system compensation that is effectively similar to a ―bang-off‖ control law. If the error or
counting mechanism underlying the ADPID control system saturates or becomes ―stuck‖,
the resultant input to the system under control would be a constant DC value of 1 scaled
by the constant voltage gain (Vcc) of the electronics driving the interface. In this case, the
stability of the controlled system would be equivalent to the stability of an open loop
system with a gain of K=Vcc. In the case of saturation in the other direction, the resultant
input to the system under control would be a value of 0. In this case the trajectory and
relative stability of the previously excited system would be dependent on its previous
state and internal dynamics.

The most interesting stability issue related to the underlying all-digital PID compensator
involves investigation of the stability of the system excited by a variable frequency input.
It is necessary to determine if frequencies of excitation exist that would ―resonate‖ within
the system driving it to a state of instability.

In [31], the effects of a pulse-width modulated actuation signal or input on systems that
are both stationary and linear were investigated. The pulse-width modulation was
parameterized in terms of the maximum amplitude of the actuation signal exciting the
system, the sampling period of the modulated output and the input scaling factor, i.e. the
inverse of the PWM input value that results in a 100% duty cycle output of the
modulator. The stability analysis method proposed in [31] involves forming a piecewise
description of the system operation under the possible actuation states of the modulator
and linearizing it over the modulation period. A root-locus type analysis is conducted on
the underlying linearized system and the bounds on the gain K serve as bounds on the
product of the PWM scaling factor and amplitude, forming a sufficient condition for
asymptotic stability. The author also notes that selecting a scaling factor such that the
PWM signal is near saturation is a dominant factor in determining the sufficient
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condition. The variable sampling period of the resultant signal from the proposed ADPID
compensator requires an extension of this method for computation and analysis of the
underlying system stability over the set of possible output periods achievable in the
control law. The development of boundaries on the variable ―scaling factor‖ implicit in
the implementation as a result of the tuned control parameters is also required to extend
this method. An extension in this manner would be reliant on significant simulation and
statistical analysis of the proposed model for the specific class of systems for which its
application is intended.

In [32], the stability of pulse-width modulated feedback systems is analyzed in the
continuous time domain as opposed to their typical treatment in the discrete time domain
due to their switching behavior. The extension introduces the effects of a ―smoothing
multiplier‖ and sampling on the system to achieve the continuous-time transformation. A
restriction on the closed loop feedback gain that results in bounded input bounded output
stability for a subset of systems is developed.

In assessing the performance of the closed-loop all-digital PID system under control, it is
important for desired steady state transient specifications to be reachable. In the
simulations presented, the closed-loop ADPID-DC motor plants converged to a steady
state velocity output with periodic steady-state velocity ripple. In addition, at steady state
the effective period of the control law output of the ADPID converged to a constant
value. Methods for bounding output velocity ripple in PWM motor control [33] - [34] and
for assuring steady-state system stability in the presence of ripple [35] remain active
research areas in control systems theory. A proclivity for the use of pulse-width
modulators in the class of digital control systems is generally attributed to the benefits
afforded by their availability in low-cost, basic forms. The method of reducing steadystate ripple proposed in [34] relies on significant statistical simulations and Monte Carlo
analysis with respect to the motor model and control parameters. The author works
toward a more analytical method of analysis for a subset of systems in [33]. A sufficient
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condition with respect to pulse-width modulator parameters for local stability of a second
order system under PWM actuation based on Monte Carlo simulation is posed in [35].
It is the belief of the author that the ―best‖ next step in further stability (and ultimately
suitability) analysis for the use of the ADPID with the class of plants previously defined
(those with first or second-order system dynamic models and plant-controller interfaces
realizable in the form of incremental encoder technologies) is continued pursuit of
extending the methods posed in [31] and [35] to include the variable sampling period
affects and the relationship between the selection of the tunable control parameters and
the effective pulse-width scaling factor that results in the all-digital PID compensator
control law formed by the model presented herein.

Copyright © David Michael Feinauer 2011
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VI. CONCLUSIONS / FUTURE WORK
A summary of the author‘s contributions and the ability for the model to address the
current issues discussed in chapter III are presented in this chapter. Opportunities for
future work related to: further development of the all-digital model, stability analysis of
the resulting model, porting of the model to a hardware description language-based
instantiation, simulation and testing of the resulting digital implementation and
development of an auto-tuning routine are discussed.

A truly novel design methodology in the realm of digital control systems was presented
in this work. The approach capitalizes on the inherent digital nature of many plants or
systems to be controlled and accepts the output of a pulse train from a digital transducer,
such as that of an incremental optical encoder, as direct input. The innovative design also
implements a pulse-width modulated output in a digital manner to drive the digital plant.
To achieve the original, all-digital implementation described herein, the concepts of
proportional, integral and derivative control actions were re-envisioned around a counting
method that provides a digital representation of the duration of the digital pulses and the
frequency at which they occur.

The all-digital PID compensator model proposed herein contains a number of
improvements from the preliminary model proposed in [28]. These contributions include:



An all-digital formation of the error sign signal.



A simplification of the counting methods and a reduction of the operating states
required for implementing the proportional and derivative counting stages.



The use of an edge detector and the inherent operating states of the binary
up/down counter to map the finite state machine description to a causal block
diagram-like description of the system for modeling and simulation.
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The implementation of modular, reusable models as described in Appendix A
through Appendix F and the creation of library functions to facilitate reuse and
version control as presented in Appendix F.



The design and implementation of an improved method of determining the
tracking error of the system based on current and previous signal and state
information.



Development of the model based on functional and operational descriptions of the
constituent components with an eventual digital logic implementation in mind,
allowing for a design that is independent of a particular hardware technology and
portable to a variety of platforms including FPGAs, ASICs or a system of discrete
digital logic components.



Simulation of the model in The MathWorks MATLAB and Simulink Release
2010b packages—tools currently popular for modeling and simulation in the
control systems engineering domain.



The design and implementation of subcomponents independent of the proposed
all-digital PID compensator, but necessary for interfacing the controller to plant
models typical of what one would find in practice. These devices include an
optical quadrature encoder, a voltage to PWM signal converter and a quadrature
to analog position decoder described in Appendix E.



The development of an initial heuristic rule regarding the selection of the control
parameters.



A presentation of results demonstrating the sensitivity of the proportional and
integral gains to the selection of the base accumulator counting frequency.
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Owing to the time complexity of numerically simulating and solving for the digital logic
circuitry whose signals transition on a time scale orders of magnitude smaller than the
time scale on which a response can be actuated in the physical system models, the
performance of this system with respect to disturbance rejection in comparison to that of
the classical PID compensated system is not present. Additionally, simulations for
systems whose higher order poles are modeled are also not contained herein. Although
not present in this work, investigations in this manner are possible and are being pursued.

The all-digital PID compensator developed for this work presents a number of
opportunities for future research, the first of which relates to further development of the
proposed model for improved stability and performance. The all-digital phase-locked
loop controller proposed in [26] and [27] is a type of all-digital frequency tracking
control like the all-digital PID implementation proposed herein. It was observed in [26]
that when the PLL was in a ―near-locked state‖, increased ripple occurred in the system
output due to the frequent switching resultant from non-zero digital count values
representative of system error despite its proximity to the desired tracking frequency. The
all-digital PID compensator appears to exhibit similar steady-state behavior when it is
near-tracking the reference signal. Opportunity exists to develop a solution analogous to
one proposed in [26] for PLLs. Additionally, the ADPLL methods were shown to achieve
steady-state tracking at the expense of undesirable transient responses. The ADPID
compensator implemented in this work exhibited undesirable error with respect to the
commanded setpoint to be tracked, but could be tuned to achieve steady-state response
with transient specs similar to those expected from classical PID control.

Initial ideas for the pursuit of this research involve defining a neighborhood of the desired
reference signal in terms of the tracking error and rate of change of the tracking error (the
outputs of the proportional and derivative stages). Once defined, any errors that occur
when the system is operating in that neighborhood of the reference would result in a
scaling or reduction of the impact of the error count, thus reducing the resultant
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compensation from the overall controller. Additionally, the use of previous state
information in the formation of the error signal, innovated throughout the course of this
work and presented in section V.A, could be extended to a greater depth by increasing the
―window‖ of signal values used to determine the relative error of the inputs. This
increased information should result in an increased resolution with respect to the relative
frequencies of the input signals which could affect a reduction in the rise time and ripple
observed in the all-digital closed-loop system.

Other possible avenues for addressing the steady state ripple include adapting the model
to an all-digital hybrid controller wherein the control law would switch to a reducedripple, all-digital phase-locked loop implementation once the PID based controller
actuates a system velocity within a neighborhood of the desired reference. If a subset of
potential applications for the controller and the associated plants to be controlled were
defined, for example permanent magnet DC motors, then an extension of the Monte
Carlo based methods proposed in [34] could also provide an avenue for addressing ripple
about the attained steady-state velocity.

Another rich opportunity for future research direction involves the porting of the model
to the domain of programmable logic devices by developing a high-level HDL-based
description of the proposed controller. From this description, a number of target hardware
implementation platforms could be identified and the performance could be simulated on
four levels: pre-synthesis software simulation and verification based on the HDL model,
co-simulation for stability analysis and performance verification through hardware
vendor-provided MATLAB extensions, post-synthesis software simulation and
verification based on the HDL model and the selected hardware platform and finally
design verification of the model implemented on a reprogrammable logic device such as
an FPGA.
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It is important to note that the time scale on which signal transitions occur in the
proposed all-digital PID compensator is many orders of magnitude smaller than the time
scale on which a response in a physical system or plant under control can be actuated.
This difference in time-scale greatly affects the ability for accurate or timely numerical
simulation of the overall combined system performance. The increased adoption of
digital logic devices in the realm of control systems continues to be met with new digital
hardware vendor-supplied tools and extensions for numerical co-simulation. With such a
software package, an HDL based description of the all-digital model could be simulated
with the appropriate tools and time scale in the digital electronics realm and be interfaced
to MATLAB and Simulink for co-simulation with models of plants to be controlled for
which a different time scale is appropriate. Simulation in this manner allows for an
overall reduction of simulation times and an increased number of simulation results
necessary for the previously discussed stability and parameter tuning pursuits.

With a model simulated and verified with respect to its internal functionalities and
suitability for application to physical systems, opportunities exist for developing an
ASIC-based controller implementation. Engineering the system on this platform should
result in a low cost, low-power, small footprint, commercial-off-the-shelf PID
compensator targeting embedded systems applications. Additionally, development of the
model as a ―soft core‖ intellectual property–based control system would allow for it to be
a stock model or entity available in an FPGA library. Development in this manner would
allow the design to remain platform independent and avail it for use in reconfigurable
system-on-a-chip devices.

The expansion of the proposed device to an HDL-based model combined with the
improved possibility for numerical simulation improves the likelihood of defining the set
of possible PWM output periods for a given set of control parameters. The improved
ability for generating simulation data for a number of parameters also presents the
possibility of characterizing the system based on Monte Carlo methods. The numerical
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simulation results combined with extensions to prior art discussed in section V-C could
assist in determining likely bounds on the tuning parameters of the all-digital PID system
that will maintain closed-loop system stability and help in the pursuit of defining a
sufficient condition for which a closed-loop all-digital PID compensated system would
remain stable.

Lastly, it remains true that despite its simplicity and wide use, the manual tuning of PID
control parameters by end users of commercial controllers is a challenge and often results
in poor performing control loops. Research on a processor based start-up and auto-tuning
routine appropriate for the all-digital PID compensator could be pursued. Once identified,
the routine could be developed as a ―soft-core‖ process that could become a part of the
high-level model appropriate for a programmable logic device-based or FPGA-based
implementation that is independent of a specific hardware platform.

Copyright © David Michael Feinauer 2011
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APPENDIX A
The 16-bit counter (Counter16Bit.mdl) referenced in this document was constructed from
the Simulink models depicted below (JKPosEdge.mdl and Counter74X169.mdl). The
graphical implementation of Counter16Bit.mdl follows.

JKPosEdge.mdl

Counter74X169.mdl
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Please note that an exploded view of the Counter74X169 module follows—it spans three
pages.
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Counter16Bit.mdl

An exploded view of the Counter16Bit.mdl comprised of 4 cascaded Counter74X169
modules follows on the next page.
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APPENDIX B
The Simulink S-function implementation of a generic counter is below. The counter
requires one parameter specifying the size of the counter. For a parameter value that is a
strictly positive integer, N, the result is a positive-edge triggered, synchronous, N-bit
binary up/down counter with asynchronous load, active low enable and carry out ripple
along with the associated active low carry enable for cascading multiple stages. The
maximum value that can be represented by the counter is 2^N – 1. The counter wraps or
overflows about this point. Selecting N=4 results in a module with a functionality similar
to the 74LS169 digital logic device previously discussed. Specifying a model with N =
‗Inf‘ (infinity) results in an integer-based positive-edge triggered counter without an
explicit limit or maximum count. Operating the counter in this manner proved useful at
addressing some of the variable type requirements of the core Simulink functional blocks.
function Counter2Nb(block)
%Counter2Nb
%
A MATLAB S-function implementing an N-bit binary up/down counter with
%
active low enable, asynchronous load, and carry out ripple
%
functionality. The allows for an input argument to function as an
%
integer counter or a binary counter of 2^n bits.
%
%
The block requires a parameter to indicate the size of the counter. The
%
parameter can contain one of two different types of arguments:
%
1) A positive integer, N, representing the bit length of a counter
%
that will count to a max of 2^N - 1.
%
2) The number Inf (infinity) is used to indicate an integer based
%
counting mode with no overflow.
%
%
$Revision: 2.0 $
%
% The setup method is used to setup the basic attributes of the
% S-function such as ports, parameters, etc.
%
setup(block);
%endfunction
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%% Function: setup ===================================================
% Abstract:
%
Set up the S-function block's basic characteristics such as:
%
- Input ports
%
- Output ports
%
- Dialog parameters
%
- Options
%
function setup(block)
% Register number of ports
block.NumInputPorts = 6;
block.NumOutputPorts = 2;
% Setup port properties to be dynamic (inherited) or defaults
block.SetPreCompInpPortInfoToDynamic;
block.SetPreCompOutPortInfoToDynamic;
% Override input port properties
block.InputPort(6).Dimensions = 1;
block.InputPort(6).DatatypeID = 0; % double
block.InputPort(6).Complexity = 'Real';
block.InputPort(1).DirectFeedthrough
block.InputPort(2).DirectFeedthrough
block.InputPort(3).DirectFeedthrough
block.InputPort(4).DirectFeedthrough
block.InputPort(5).DirectFeedthrough
block.InputPort(6).DirectFeedthrough
block.InputPort(1).SamplingMode
block.InputPort(2).SamplingMode
block.InputPort(3).SamplingMode
block.InputPort(4).SamplingMode
block.InputPort(5).SamplingMode
block.InputPort(6).SamplingMode

=
=
=
=
=
=

=
=
=
=
=
=

true;
true;
true;
true;
true;
true;

'Sample';
'Sample';
'Sample';
'Sample';
'Sample';
'Sample';

% Override output port properties
block.OutputPort(1).Dimensions = 1;
block.OutputPort(1).DatatypeID = 0; % double
block.OutputPort(1).Complexity = 'Real';
block.OutputPort(1).SamplingMode = 'Sample';
block.OutputPort(2).Dimensions = 1;
block.OutputPort(2).DatatypeID = 0; % double
block.OutputPort(2).Complexity = 'Real';
block.OutputPort(2).SamplingMode = 'Sample';
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% Register parameters
block.NumDialogPrms = 1;
block.DialogPrmsTunable = {'Tunable'};
% Register sample times
% [0 offset]
: Continuous sample time
% [positive_num offset] : Discrete sample time
%
% [-1, 0]
: Inherited sample time
% [-2, 0]
: Variable sample time
block.SampleTimes = [-1 0];
% Specify the block simStateCompliance. The allowed values are:
%
'UnknownSimState', < The default setting; warn and assume
%
DefaultSimState
%
'DefaultSimState', < Same sim state as a built-in block
%
'HasNoSimState',
< No sim state
%
'CustomSimState', < Has GetSimState and SetSimState methods
%
'DisallowSimState' < Error out when saving or restoring the model sim
%
state
block.SimStateCompliance = 'DefaultSimState';
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

----------------------------------------------------------------The MATLAB S-function uses an internal registry for all
block methods. You should register all relevant methods
(optional and required) as illustrated below. You may choose
any suitable name for the methods and implement these methods
as local functions within the same file. See comments
provided for each function for more information.
-----------------------------------------------------------------

block.RegBlockMethod('CheckParameters', @CheckPrms);
block.RegBlockMethod('ProcessParameters', @ProcessPrms);
block.RegBlockMethod('PostPropagationSetup', @DoPostPropSetup);
block.RegBlockMethod('InitializeConditions', @InitializeConditions);
block.RegBlockMethod('Start', @Start);
block.RegBlockMethod('Outputs', @Outputs);
% Required
block.RegBlockMethod('Update', @Update);
%block.RegBlockMethod('Derivatives', @Derivatives);
block.RegBlockMethod('Terminate', @Terminate); % Required
%end setup
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%% CheckParameters:
%
Functionality
: Called in order to allow validation of the
%
block dialog parameters. You are
%
responsible for calling this method
%
explicitly at the start of the setup method.
%
C-Mex counterpart: mdlCheckParameters
%
function CheckPrms(block)
size = block.DialogPrm(1).Data;
if (size ~= Inf)
Nint = int32(size);
if (Nint < 1)
error('The dialog parameter must be a positive integer or Inf.')
end
end
%endfunction
%% ProcessParameters:
%
Functionality
: Call to allow an update of run-time parameters.
%
C-Mex counterpart: mdlProcessParameters
%
function ProcessPrms(block)
block.AutoUpdateRuntimePrms;
%endfunction
%% PostPropagationSetup:
%
Functionality
: Setup work areas and state variables. Can
%
also register run-time methods here
%
Required
: No
%
C-Mex counterpart: mdlSetWorkWidths
%
function DoPostPropSetup(block)
block.NumDworks = 3;
block.Dwork(1).Name
block.Dwork(1).Dimensions
block.Dwork(1).DatatypeID
block.Dwork(1).Complexity
block.Dwork(1).UsedAsDiscState

=
=
=
=
=

'xClk';
1;
0;
% double
'Real'; % real
true;

block.Dwork(2).Name
block.Dwork(2).Dimensions
block.Dwork(2).DatatypeID
block.Dwork(2).Complexity
block.Dwork(2).UsedAsDiscState

=
=
=
=
=

'xOut';
1;
0;
% double
'Real'; % real
true;
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block.Dwork(3).Name
block.Dwork(3).Dimensions
block.Dwork(3).DatatypeID
block.Dwork(3).Complexity
block.Dwork(3).UsedAsDiscState

=
=
=
=
=

'xCarry';
1;
0;
% double
'Real'; % real
true;

%end DoPostPropSetup

%% InitializeConditions:
%
Functionality
: Called at the start of simulation and if it is
%
present in an enabled subsystem configured to reset
%
states, it will be called when the enabled subsystem
%
restarts execution to reset the states.
%
Required
: No
%
C-MEX counterpart: mdlInitializeConditions
%
function InitializeConditions(block)
block.Dwork(1).Data = 0;
block.Dwork(2).Data = 0;
block.Dwork(3).Data = 1;
%end InitializeConditions
%% Start:
%
Functionality
:
%
%
%
Required
:
%
C-MEX counterpart:
%
function Start(block)

Called once at start of model execution. If you
have states that should be initialized once, this
is the place to do it.
No
mdlStart

block.Dwork(1).Data = 0;
block.Dwork(2).Data = 0;
block.Dwork(3).Data = 1;
%end Start
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%% Outputs:
%
Functionality
: Called to generate block outputs in
%
simulation step
%
Required
: Yes
%
C-MEX counterpart: mdlOutputs
%
function Outputs(block)
% Inputs
% 1 - UpDwn';
% 2 - Clk
% 3 - EnP
% 4 - EnT
% 5 - Load
% 6 - DIn
N = block.DialogPrm(1).Data;
UpDwn = block.InputPort(1).Data;
Clk = block.InputPort(2).Data;
EnP = block.InputPort(3).Data;
EnT = block.InputPort(4).Data;
Load = block.InputPort(5).Data;
DIn = block.InputPort(6).Data;
%Get previous output
tempCnt = block.Dwork(2).Data;
tempCarry = block.Dwork(3).Data;
if ~Load
if N == inf
tempCnt = DIn;
tempCarry = 1;
else
tempCnt = max(0,min(DIn,2^N-1));
tempCarry = 1;
end
elseif ~(EnP || EnT)
if (Clk && block.Dwork(1).Data == 0)
tempCnt = tempCnt + 2*UpDwn-1;
tempCarry = 1;
%Check Overflow
if N ~= inf
if (UpDwn && (tempCnt == 2^N))
tempCnt = 0;
tempCarry = 0;
elseif ~UpDwn && ~tempCnt
tempCnt = 2^N - 1;
tempCarry = 0;
end
end
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%Load Data

%Check enabled
%Cnt Pos Edge

%Up Cnt Overflow

%Dwn Cnt Overflow

end
end
block.OutputPort(1).Data = tempCnt;
block.OutputPort(2).Data = tempCarry;
%end Outputs
%% Update:
%
Functionality
: Called to update discrete states
%
during simulation step
%
Required
: No
%
C-MEX counterpart: mdlUpdate
%
function Update(block)
block.Dwork(1).Data = block.InputPort(2).Data;
block.Dwork(2).Data = block.OutputPort(1).Data;
block.Dwork(3).Data = block.OutputPort(2).Data;
%end Update

%% Terminate:
%
Functionality
: Called at the end of simulation for cleanup
%
Required
: Yes
%
C-MEX counterpart: mdlTerminate
%
function Terminate(block)
%end Terminate
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APPENDIX C
The Simulink model file for the proposed all-digital PID controller is detailed below. The
controller is primarily constructed from the counter model described in the appendix
above along with core blocks and functions from the Simulink library.

The initial all-digital PID controller model (DigPID.mdl) implementation is shown below

DigPID.mdl

An exploded view of the module and its core components follows on the next page.
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APPENDIX D
The ―next state‖ truth table for a digital logic function that determines the magnitude and
sign of the error between the reference and feedback signals is given below. The
magnitude and sign outputs map directly to the required counter control logic—the sign
output drives the direction control signals (U_D) for the counters and the magnitude
output drives the counter enable (EN_T) circuitry, determining when a count occurs.

The active low device enable interface was taken into account when listing the binary
word output representation [ErrSgnn+1 ErrMagn+1] in the truth table; the functional
operation modes related to the outputs are described in the subsequent table. The color
coding of the truth table indicates the operational sequence of the device as it relates to
the underlying error signal that is being decoded. The states highlighted in red represent
the transitions that occur when the feedback signal leads the reference and the device
counts down as a result. Green is used to indicate the sequence of possible transitions
when the reference leads the feedback signal and the device counts up. The aqua states
represent cases where no transitions are occurring and the previous modes of operation
are held. The orange highlighting designates the transitions that occur when the
underlying relationship between the two input signals changes and the counting changes
direction as a result. This operational description is also represented in the ―operation‖
column where the green, red, aqua and orange rows of the table are designated by the
operational descriptions Ref. Leads, Ref. Lags, Hold and Chg. Direction, respectively.

The digital circuit that implements the function in the table is shown in the SigErr3.mdl
figure below the table. The circuit could be implemented with a combination of
combinational and sequential logic elements. The table and circuit represent a system
where the output is a function of the current and previous inputs as well as one of the
previous outputs.
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Operation
Hold
Ref. Lags
Chg. Direction
Ref. Lags
Ref. Lags
Hold
Ref. Lags
Chg. Direction
Chg. Direction
Ref. Lags
Hold
Ref. Lags
Ref. Lags
Chg. Direction
Ref. Lags
Hold
Hold
Chg. Direction
Ref. Leads
Ref. Leads
Chg. Direction
Hold
Ref. Leads
Ref. Leads
Ref. Leads
Ref. Leads
Hold
Chg. Direction
Ref. Leads
Ref. Leads
Chg. Direction
Hold

ESgnn REFn-1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

FDBKn-1

REFn

FDBKn

ESgnn+1

EMagn+1

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
1

1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
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Output

Function

0 0

Count Down (feedback leads reference)

0 1

Hold Previous Output (previously counting down)

1 0

Count Up (reference leads feedback)

1 1

Hold Previous Output (previously counting down)

sigErr3.mdl

The edge detector below (PosEdgeDet.mdl) was also implemented for this model. It
produces an impulse of at least one clock period when a rising edge is detected on the
signal (SIG) input.

PosEdgeDet.mdl
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The modified all-digital PID compensator shown below contains the following additions:
1. A new method for determining tracking error (SigErr3) as described
above.
2. Explicit latching of the derivative and accumulator outputs on the falling
edge of the error magnitude signal (Counter DLatch and Counter ALatch).
3. A modified edge detector (PEdgeDet) that holds the edge detection pulse
for a duration determined by the clocked input.

DigHM3h.mdl
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APPENDIX E
In addition to the models created to construct the proposed all-digital PID compensator, a
number of custom models were created to simulate the physical interfaces typical of a
real world system application. The details of three such models: a quadrature encoder, a
voltage controlled pulse-width-modulator (PWM) and a quadrature decoder are contained
in this appendix.

A Simulink model of an optical quadrature encoder that generates two square waves
ninety degrees out of phase with a pulse generation frequency of one pulse per degree
rotation, 360 pulses per revolution is presented below. The model assumes an input in
radians and produces an output with a magnitude of 1. A lookup table of values, q2.mat,
relating the outputs of the encoder to the position input is shown below. The relationship
is based in degrees. The ―gain‖ block present in the model is used to convert the input
from radians to degrees before lookup.

Position (deg.)

QA

QB

0.000

0

0

0.249

0

0

0.250

1

0

0.251

1

0

0.499

1

0

0.500

1

1

0.501

1

1

0.749

1

1

0.750

0

1

0.751

0

1

0.999

0

1

1.000

0

0

1.001

0

0
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QRad.mdl
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PWM.mdl

The Simulink S-function implementation of a parameterized pulse-width modulated
source is below. The function requires specification of the PWM output frequency, the
PWM scaling factor (the maximum input value that will result in full duty cycle output),
and the name of the Simulink model that will call the function. The implementation
provides a scalar to PWM function with a fixed frequency output of amplitude 1 and
variable duty cycle.
function PWM(block)
%PWM
%
A MATLAB S-function implementing a PWM output based on a scalar input.
%
The block requires a comma separated list of three parameters:
%
1) The PWM output period
%
2) The maximum value of the input for full range PWM output
%
3) The name of the Simulink mdl file that calls the block, as a
%
string.
%
The maximum simulation step time of the simulink model must be much
%
smaller than the output period specified as a parameter. The
%
relationship of the step size to the PWM output period can be thought
%
of in a similar manner as the bit resolution specifications of a PWM
%
signal.
%
%
$Revision: 1.0 $
%
% The setup method is used to setup the basic attributes of the
% S-function such as ports, parameters, etc.
%
setup(block);
%endfunction
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%% Function: setup ===================================================
% Abstract:
%
Set up the S-function block's basic characteristics such as:
%
- Input ports
%
- Output ports
%
- Dialog parameters
%
- Options
%
function setup(block)
% Register number of ports
block.NumInputPorts = 1;
block.NumOutputPorts = 1;
% Setup port properties to be dynamic (inherited) or defaults
block.SetPreCompInpPortInfoToDynamic;
block.SetPreCompOutPortInfoToDynamic;
% Override input port properties
%block.InputPort(1).Dimensions
= 1;
%Removed for inheritance
%block.InputPort(1).DatatypeID = 0; % double
%block.InputPort(1).Complexity = 'Real';
%block.InputPort(1).DirectFeedthrough = true;
block.InputPort(1).DirectFeedthrough = 1;
block.InputPort(1).SamplingMode = 'Sample';
% Override output port properties
block.OutputPort(1).Dimensions = 1;
block.OutputPort(1).DatatypeID = 0; % double
block.OutputPort(1).Complexity = 'Real';
block.OutputPort(1).SamplingMode = 'Sample';
%Additional Outputs Used for Troubleshooting
%block.OutputPort(2).Dimensions = 1;
%block.OutputPort(2).DatatypeID = 0; % double
%block.OutputPort(2).Complexity = 'Real';
%block.OutputPort(2).SamplingMode = 'Sample';
%block.OutputPort(3).Dimensions = 1;
%block.OutputPort(3).DatatypeID = 0; % double
%block.OutputPort(3).Complexity = 'Real';
%block.OutputPort(3).SamplingMode = 'Sample';
%block.OutputPort(4).Dimensions = 1;
%block.OutputPort(4).DatatypeID = 0; % double
%block.OutputPort(4).Complexity = 'Real';
%block.OutputPort(4).SamplingMode = 'Sample';
% Register parameters
block.NumDialogPrms = 3;
block.DialogPrmsTunable = {'Tunable','Tunable','Tunable'};
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% Register sample times
% [0 offset]
: Continuous sample time
% [positive_num offset] : Discrete sample time
%
% [-1, 0]
: Inherited sample time
% [-2, 0]
: Variable sample time
block.SampleTimes = [-1 0];
% Specify the block simStateCompliance. The allowed values are:
%

'UnknownSimState', < The default setting; warn and assume DefaultSimState

%
%
%

'DefaultSimState', < Same sim state as a built-in block
'HasNoSimState',
< No sim state
'CustomSimState', < Has GetSimState and SetSimState methods

%

'DisallowSimState' < Error out when saving or restoring the model sim state

block.SimStateCompliance = 'DefaultSimState';
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

----------------------------------------------------------------The MATLAB S-function uses an internal registry for all
block methods. You should register all relevant methods
(optional and required) as illustrated below. You may choose
any suitable name for the methods and implement these methods
as local functions within the same file. See comments
provided for each function for more information.
-----------------------------------------------------------------

block.RegBlockMethod('CheckParameters', @CheckPrms);
block.RegBlockMethod('ProcessParameters', @ProcessPrms);
block.RegBlockMethod('InitializeConditions', @InitializeConditions);
block.RegBlockMethod('Outputs', @Outputs);
% Required
block.RegBlockMethod('Terminate', @Terminate); % Required
%end setup
%% CheckParameters:
%
Functionality
: Called in order to allow validation of the
%
block dialog parameters. You are
%
responsible for calling this method
%
explicitly at the start of the setup method.
%
C-Mex counterpart: mdlCheckParameters
%
function CheckPrms(block)
tPeriod = block.DialogPrm(1).Data;
PWMRange = block.DialogPrm(2).Data;
modelName = block.DialogPrm(3).Data;
if (tPeriod <= 0)
error('The first dialog parameter must be a positive real number.')
end
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if (PWMRange <= 0)
error('The second dialog parameter must be a positive real number.')
end
if ~isstr(modelName)
error('The second dialog parameter must be a positive real number.')
end
%endfunction
%% ProcessParameters:
%
Functionality
: Call to allow an update of run-time parameters.
%
C-Mex counterpart: mdlProcessParameters
%
function ProcessPrms(block)
block.AutoUpdateRuntimePrms;
%endfunction
%% InitializeConditions:
%
Functionality
: Called at the start of simulation and if it is
%
present in an enabled subsystem configured to reset
%
states, it will be called when the enabled subsystem
%
restarts execution to reset the states.
%
Required
: No
%
C-MEX counterpart: mdlInitializeConditions
%
function InitializeConditions(block)
block.OutputPort(1).Data = 0.0;
%end InitializeConditions
%% Outputs:
%
Functionality
: Called to generate block outputs in
%
simulation step
%
Required
: Yes
%
C-MEX counterpart: mdlOutputs
%
function Outputs(block)
tPeriod = block.DialogPrm(1).Data;
PWMRange = block.DialogPrm(2).Data;
modelName = block.DialogPrm(3).Data;
pulseWidth = min(block.InputPort(1).Data/PWMRange,1.0);
currTime = get_param(modelName,'SimulationTime');
relTime = mod(currTime,tPeriod)/tPeriod;
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if (relTime <= pulseWidth)
block.OutputPort(1).Data = 1;
else
block.OutputPort(1).Data = 0;
end
%block.OutputPort(2).Data = currTime;
%block.OutputPort(3).Data = pulseWidth;
%block.OutputPort(4).Data = relTime;
%end Outputs
%% Terminate:
%
Functionality
: Called at the end of simulation for cleanup
%
Required
: Yes
%
C-MEX counterpart: mdlTerminate
%
function Terminate(block)
%end Terminate
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QDecoder.mdl
The Simulink S-function implementation of a quadrature to analog position decoder that
resolves the direction of motion based on which input is leading and computes the
numeric position in radians from two inputs where 360 pulses represent one revolution is
below.
function QDecode(block)
%QDecode
%
A MATLAB S-function implementing a decoder of the quadrature output
%
from a 360 pulses per revolution optical encoder. From the quadrature
%
signal inputs, position data in radians is output.
%
%
$Revision: 1.0 $
%
% The setup method is used to setup the basic attributes of the
% S-function such as ports, parameters, etc.
%
setup(block);
%endfunction
%% Function: setup ===================================================
% Abstract:
%
Set up the S-function block's basic characteristics such as:
%
- Input ports
%
- Output ports
%
- Dialog parameters
%
- Options
%
function setup(block)
% Register number of ports
block.NumInputPorts = 2;
block.NumOutputPorts = 1;
% Setup port properties to be dynamic (inherited) or defaults
block.SetPreCompInpPortInfoToDynamic;
block.SetPreCompOutPortInfoToDynamic;
% Override input port properties
%block.InputPort(1).Dimensions
= 1;
%block.InputPort(1).DatatypeID = 0; % double
%block.InputPort(1).Complexity = 'Real';
%block.InputPort(1).DirectFeedthrough = true;
block.InputPort(1).DirectFeedthrough = 1;
block.InputPort(2).DirectFeedthrough = 1;
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%Removed for inheritance

block.InputPort(1).SamplingMode = 'Sample';
block.InputPort(2).SamplingMode = 'Sample';
% Override output port properties
block.OutputPort(1).Dimensions = 1;
block.OutputPort(1).DatatypeID = 0; % double
block.OutputPort(1).Complexity = 'Real';
block.OutputPort(1).SamplingMode = 'Sample';
% Register parameters
block.NumDialogPrms = 0;
% Register sample times
% [0 offset]
: Continuous sample time
% [positive_num offset] : Discrete sample time
%
% [-1, 0]
: Inherited sample time
% [-2, 0]
: Variable sample time
block.SampleTimes = [-1 0];
% Specify the block simStateCompliance. The allowed values are:
%
'UnknownSimState', < The default setting; warn and assume
%
DefaultSimState
%
'DefaultSimState', < Same sim state as a built-in block
%
'HasNoSimState',
< No sim state
%
'CustomSimState', < Has GetSimState and SetSimState methods
%
'DisallowSimState' < Error out when saving or restoring the model sim
%
state
block.SimStateCompliance = 'DefaultSimState';
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

----------------------------------------------------------------The MATLAB S-function uses an internal registry for all
block methods. You should register all relevant methods
(optional and required) as illustrated below. You may choose
any suitable name for the methods and implement these methods
as local functions within the same file. See comments
provided for each function for more information.
-----------------------------------------------------------------

block.RegBlockMethod('PostPropagationSetup', @DoPostPropSetup);
block.RegBlockMethod('Start', @Start);
block.RegBlockMethod('Outputs', @Outputs);
% Required
block.RegBlockMethod('Update', @Update);
%block.RegBlockMethod('Derivatives', @Derivatives);
block.RegBlockMethod('Terminate', @Terminate); % Required
%end setup
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%% PostPropagationSetup:
%
Functionality
: Setup work areas and state variables. Can
%
also register run-time methods here
%
Required
: No
%
C-Mex counterpart: mdlSetWorkWidths
%
function DoPostPropSetup(block)
block.NumDworks = 3;
block.Dwork(1).Name
block.Dwork(1).Dimensions
block.Dwork(1).DatatypeID
block.Dwork(1).Complexity
block.Dwork(1).UsedAsDiscState

=
=
=
=
=

'Current';
1;
0;
% double
'Real'; % real
true;

block.Dwork(2).Name
block.Dwork(2).Dimensions
block.Dwork(2).DatatypeID
block.Dwork(2).Complexity
block.Dwork(2).UsedAsDiscState

=
=
=
=
=

'Previous';
1;
0;
% double
'Real'; % real
true;

block.Dwork(3).Name
block.Dwork(3).Dimensions
block.Dwork(3).DatatypeID
block.Dwork(3).Complexity
block.Dwork(3).UsedAsDiscState

=
=
=
=
=

'Out';
1;
0;
% double
'Real'; % real
true;

%end DoPostPropSetup
%% Start:
%
Functionality
:
%
%
%
Required
:
%
C-MEX counterpart:
%
function Start(block)

Called once at start of model execution. If you
have states that should be initialized once, this
is the place to do it.
No
mdlStart

block.Dwork(1).Data = 4;
block.Dwork(2).Data = 4;
block.Dwork(3).Data = 0;
%end Start
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%% Outputs:
%
Functionality
: Called to generate block outputs in
%
simulation step
%
Required
: Yes
%
C-MEX counterpart: mdlOutputs
%
function Outputs(block)
% Inputs
% 1 - Q1
% 2 - Q2
%
change = 0.0;
P = 3.142;
if ((block.InputPort(1).Data == 1) && (block.InputPort(2).Data == 0))
block.Dwork(2).Data = block.Dwork(1).Data;
block.Dwork(1).Data = 1;
elseif ((block.InputPort(1).Data == 1) && (block.InputPort(2).Data == 1))

block.Dwork(2).Data = block.Dwork(1).Data;
block.Dwork(1).Data = 2;
elseif ((block.InputPort(1).Data == 0) && (block.InputPort(2).Data == 1))

block.Dwork(2).Data = block.Dwork(1).Data;
block.Dwork(1).Data = 3;
elseif ((block.InputPort(1).Data == 0) && (block.InputPort(2).Data == 0))

block.Dwork(2).Data = block.Dwork(1).Data;
block.Dwork(1).Data = 4;
end
if block.Dwork(1).Data ~= block.Dwork(2).Data
switch block.Dwork(1).Data
case 1
if block.Dwork(2).Data == 4
change = P/720;
elseif block.Dwork(2).Data == 2
change = -P/720;
end
case 2
if block.Dwork(2).Data == 1
change = P/720;
elseif block.Dwork(2).Data == 3
change = -P/720;
end
case 3
if block.Dwork(2).Data == 2
change = P/720;
elseif block.Dwork(2).Data == 4
change = -P/720;
end
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case 4
if block.Dwork(2).Data == 3
change = P/720;
elseif block.Dwork(2).Data == 1
change = -P/720;
end
end
block.OutputPort(1).Data = block.Dwork(3).Data + change;
else
block.OutputPort(1).Data = block.Dwork(3).Data;
end
%end Outputs
%% Update:
%
Functionality
: Called to update discrete states
%
during simulation step
%
Required
: No
%
C-MEX counterpart: mdlUpdate
%
function Update(block)
block.Dwork(3).Data = block.OutputPort(1).Data;
%end Update
%% Terminate:
%
Functionality
: Called at the end of simulation for cleanup
%
Required
: Yes
%
C-MEX counterpart: mdlTerminate
%
function Terminate(block)
%end Terminate
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APPENDIX F
A library file that contains the core functional components described and developed in
this work for use in creating future systems and simulations is comprised of the Simulink
model and MATLAB m-file presented in this appendix.
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function blkStruct = slblocks
% Creates Simulink library of all-digital components. Useful for
% model re-use, and version control.
% Must modify the MATLAB path to include the specific subdirectory
% where this file resides.
% Specify that the product should appear in the library browser
% and be cached in its repository
% blkStruct.Name = ['Feinauer' sprintf('\n') 'Dissertation'];
% blkStruct.OpenFcn = 'FeinDiss';
% blkStruct.MaskDisplay = '';
Browser.Library = 'FeinDiss';
Browser.Name
= 'Feinauer Dissertation';
blkStruct.Browser = Browser;
clear Browser;
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